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Th« News Has Been

a

CoBfltractive Booster for

HoDaad Since 1872

Volume Namb$t

60

Many Baskets
To Fill Wants
Needy

Of the

BENEVOLENT SPIRIT REIGNS
AND CHRISTMAS ACTIVI.
TIES

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

RAMPANT

At Least 410 Baskets Will Be
DistributedThroughout the
City Thursday

The Christmasspirit still pre-

Belgium School

URGED TO JOIN THE
ILLUMINATION

PROGRAM

Children Send

Secretary Gross of the Holland
Chamber of Commerce urges home
owners to join in the processionto
illuminate th.\ homes. The Board
JUNIOR RED CROSS, HOLLAND
of Public Works is offering 27
CHR. HIGH, BRINGS ABOUT
substantialprizes to Holland and
EXCHANGE OF EFFORTS
rural dwellers as well. All the
rules and particularswill be found
in last week’s issue of the Holland
Through Mrs. George Van Buren,
City News in a large announcement acting head of the Holland Red
and a coupon is foumLelscwhere in Cross, while Mrs. Mabel Van der
this issue. The committee to judge Berg is indisposed, a representative
the lighting are Frank Lievense, of the Holland City News was
chairman, Mrs. Sears McLean, shown an unusual portfolio, conChester Van Tongeren, George Pel- tainingand representingthe efforts
grim, and Prof. Bruce Raymond.
of the school children of the Fifth
All the lighting throughout the grade of the Belgium schools,
city and in Centennial Park will where the oldest pupils are not
remain intact until and including more than 12 years.
News Years night which will give The collection was a remarkable
citizens ample time to take a ride “get up" and to show loyalty to
about the city and inspect the il- their dear King and Queen the pictures of the royal pair occupied
lumination.
the place of honor on the first page.
Then followed souvenir* pictures of
some of the finest cities,buildings,
THIS NOON COL. EMERY
bridges, schools, harbors, commerWILL SPEAK ON “HOME

#l|pphrrii

on

Us Fine Exhibit

Holland. For more than
two weeks Holland has been decked in Yuletide array with evergreens on the principalstreets intermingled with festoon of electric lights. In the residential districts interior and exterior illuminationsare beginning to shine
forth In all their glory.
Scoree of Christmas programs
have been given in churches for
the children and in the public and
denominationalschools for the
BUILDING POLICY”
younger folks. Some of the lodges
This week Wednesday’s noon
have held open house with suitabk luncheon at Warm Friend Tavern
festivities.
will be an exceptionalone, it beThe pageant “The Highway of ing the Christmasmeeting of the
the Lord,” given for three night at Exchange Club. Col. John G. EmCarnegie hall and the oratorio, ery of Grand Rapids, at one time
Handel’s “Messiah" rendered by national Commander of the Amerithe Civic Chorus was indeed a fit- j can Legion, and a prominentreal
ting climax during Christmas estate and businessman, will be the
week.
guest speaker.His subjectwill be
The Holland merchants are on President Hoover's "Home Building
the home stretch of the Christmas Policy.”
o
shopping period and the brilliantly
lighted stores this week are remaining open evening to and including Christmas eve in order
that the shoppers may be accommodated to the fullest ext«it.
But with all these activities the
needy are not forgotten.Through
the Community Chest 410 baskets
of food and good things for THOSE JOINING CLUBS IN THE
THREE LOCAL BANKS IS
Christmas will be distributed
rails in

A

Holland Michigan Thartday, December 24,

tljc

1931

mb

1|ib

Mock

Amount

IfULa of ^nicotine

near Elberleld, Ind., the location of
which had hitherto been unknown
to her. Mrs. Bradshaw'smother
died whtn she herself waa a child,
and the daughterhad never learn
ed of her restingplace. The infor-

Xmas

Savings Larger

Than Last Year
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REV. DOUGLAS,

IN

L

NEW YORK NEWSPAPER

Time"

|

the singing.

virtually rebuildingth* church. He
statee that it U en unusually progressivecity of 18,000 peopl* noted

Former Leading
Merchant Of

for the furnaces it make* by that
name, its furniture factories, ahot

Holland Passes

factories and colleges.
"The city was founded

by a colony of Dutch from Holland who
sought among other thing*, **Ufious freedom They locatedon new
lands that border Black Lake,

GERRIT DU MEZ WAS A
BUSINESS MAN OF THE
OLD SCHOOL

^
a

which is a deep bay off Lake Michigan. At one time, ao I have been
told, these people sought permla- ’
lion to have a nation of their own,
Mr. Gerrit Du Mez for many that is, make their colony a UtttU j
years one of Holland’s leading Holland, with language,governmerchants and one of the founders ment and everything all their own. a
of the Du Mtz Bros. Department But the state of Michigan of 1
store, died at Holland Hospital on course would not grant this.
Monday afternoon.
“But they were a very thrifty
Mr. Du Mez was born in Overisel, people and the city shows it today
Allegan county 66 years ago, and by the number of people owning
while still a youth the family their own homes there. And clean
moved to Grsafschap, where he at —why they acrub tlw outside* of
tended the district schools and re their homes every spring and the
reived his fundamentaleducation.. streets and waika. It ia Just liko a
For some time he was on the scene in Holland and the movie
sales force in the old general atore houses have taken pictures of them
conducted by Rutgers & Tien, then at work with acrub brushes. Tothe main merchandising firm in day th* city is probably 80 par cant
Graafschap.
Dutch in population or Dutch ds»
In 1898 Mr. DuMtc together with cent,
hia brothersJohn and Benj. DuMez,
“Of course the Dutch Reformed
founded the present store in Hoi church ia the rtrong religiousorland and later built the beautiful ganisationthere. I understand that
buildingthat firm now occupiu. Ip the largest dutch church of Ha
its day it was the finest emporium kind is located in this city. Alas,
in Holland and still is a very im- years ago, • certain number left
poring rirueture. In 1984 Mr. Du thia ehurch and
Mez retired from the firm and aft church of their own and they art
er the death of John DuMez which known aa ‘Se-cedera’ and they are
took place some three ytars ago, the a vary strong factor in the Ufa of
businesshas been in charge of Mr. the place. Wa c$n apeak more
Andrew DuMez, son of John.
about them and their customs at
For the last decade Mr. DuMez anothsr time, for it ia the tulips
has been living with his family on we started to talk about.
a fruit farm at Central Park. He
“To show you how the tulips art
was a devout member of Third Re- grown I might mention that this
formed church having been identi- fall the park commissioners, with
fied with that congregation for at other leading planters there, let a
least 33 years.
total of 2,500,000 bulbs and that
Mr. DuMez represented that old- wUl mean a beautiful sight next
er type of Holland merchants,, May. Of course there are other*
thriftyin nature, of aterlinghon- planted besides these. ‘ So tulip
esty, with deep religioua faith and time has come to mean much for
helping those in need without any Holland. Each year in May the
displayof giving. He was a quiet city celebrates ita Tulip Day and
worker in the church and Sunday thousands of people come to virit
school and for many years was a, the place and are loud in their
member of the Men’s Adult Bible praises of the sight that greats
dare. Mr. DuMez was a loyal Hol- their eyes. Spotless houses, scrubland citizen and again in his quiet bed streets, yards and walks and
way helped to carry his part of the there millions of tulips in Mosaom,
civic burdens.
make the city an unusual on* and
Funeral services will be held on probably the only one of its kind in
Thursday afternoon at 1:15 o’clock the United State.. It is Holland in
at the home near Central Park miniature.
and at 2 o’clockat the Third Re“Visitorscome from Grand Rapformed church, Rev. James M. ide to visit the place, for Grand
Martin, pastor of the church, will Rapids is onjy about 25 miles away.
officiate. Interment will be in That is known as the furniturecity
Pilgrim Home cemetery.
of the United States but Holland
Mr. DuMez leaves a widow and actuallymakes more furniture per
one son, Henry, two daughters, capita than any other place in the
Miw Bertha and Miss Mabelle Du United States,I am told. As I told
Mez; also one brother, Benjamin you the city is the seat of Hope
Du Mez and two sisters, Mrs. John College, the Western Theological
G. Rutgers and Mrs. George Rut- Seminary, both of the Dutch Regers.
formed church. I can tell you more
Friends are privileged to view about these schools apd the habits
the remains at any time today, of the ‘Se-ceeders’ at another time.
Wednesday, at the Central Park But probably no city has the dishome.
play of tulips as does Holland each

May.

GASOLINE THIEVES
ESCAPE AFTER ONCE

HOLLAND THEATRES

HAVE WELL ARRANGED

BEING CAUGHT
Four thieves who were steaing
gasoline from a parked car Monday evening mede their escape after being caught in the act. C. C.
Stekctee, Jr., Louis Steketec and
John Van Huis, while approaching
the Steketee-Van Huis Printing
Co., 9 East Tenth St., noticed the
quartet near their car in front of
their place of businew.
They hid across the street and
waited until the thieves started to
drain the gasolinefrom the tank of
the car. When they tried to catch
the thieves, three of the culprits
escaped by their own machine and
the fourth disappeared on foot,

o

-

NEW GRACE CHURCH PASTOR
TO PREACH INAUGURAL

ON NEXT SUNDAY
|Rcv. John K. Coolidge of Traverse City, who has accepted the
rectorshipof Grace Episcopal
church, succeeded Rev. D. D.

Doug-

las, will preach his inaugural sermon Sunday morning.
will
move hia family here next week.

He

The Women’s Relief Corpe will
meet at 2:30 o’clock today, Wednesday in the G. A. R. Room of the
city hall.

Mr. and Mrs. John Kamrarsad
and daughter, Alvina of New Rochelle, New York, are spending the

holidays in Holland with Mr. and
Mra. Ed Hieftje and other relatives and friend*
Miss Helen Boaman, student at
Michigan State Colege, is spending
the Christmas vacation at the
home of her parents,Mr. and Mrs.
Arend Boaman, 97 Weet Fourteenth

PROGRAMS FOR XMAS
Manager Carley of the local
theatres has made unusual preparation for his holiday programs.
On Christmasthere ia to be a
continuousshow starting at 2:80
o’clock. At the Holland the film
“Way Back Home," starring Seth
Parker, is to be shown. It is t»e
of the “Way Down Eaat" or “Old
Homestead" pictures so suitable
during the yule-tide season. Interspersed will be plenty of comedy,
news reels and special features.
And by the way, Christmas
night is also guest night Those
going to the last performance
are the guest* of the management
to see an extra picture. This picture will be “Fifty MillionFrenchmen;’’ an unusual film production.
Down at the Colonialon Christmas day and night the main feature is to be “Heaven on Earth."
starring Lew Ayers and Anita
Louise. This picture too, has
been an outrianding attractionin
the big cities during th* past few
weeks.
Special features have alio been
providedfor Chrirtmas eve as well
us Old Years’e night
On the Isst day of this
there will be a midnight
the audience and the
will see the old year
the new year come in.
there will be
that line and
program.

...m
;v.

FORMERLY OF

GRACE CHCRCH WRITES OF FT

That HolUnd stage* a "Tulip
exhibition annuslly ha»
mation was obtained last week been heralded from coast to cm*
from Mrs. Sophia Telljohn,who is in the large metropolitan daiUei
88 years old, and with whom she and even the emaller dailies and
was visiting in Louisville. Mr* weekly publication*. Th* *v*nt tea
T lljohn is well known in this city. given this city ranch free favorable
Mrs. Bradshaw is a daughter of the publicity.This week • column apute Rev. H. H. Holtkamp, who was pears in the Watertown Daily
n pastor near Elberfeld from 1860 Times printed in New York atat*
to 1865. After her visit in Louis- and under the caption “lintowittaf
ville,Mrs. Bradshaw will leave for People, Event* and Place*" by itaf
Us Angeles Calif.— The Hunting correspondent, Ernest G. Cook
burg Argus of Huntingburg, Ind- the following appear*:
“Tulip Time in HolUnd, (Mfch.)
The Rev. D. D. Douglas, D.
D., who has but r*cently com* to
CAROL 81NGER8!
northern New York to MW* th*
Do not forget to come out to Epiropalchurch** at Alexandria
sing Christmas carols at Centennial Bay, Theresa and lodwood. hat
some very interesting stories to
Park on Thursday evening at
o'clock sharp. J. Perpoaki with his tell of that unusual city, HolUnd,
comet and Mjas Gertrude Wise Mich. Father Dougise was lector
with base vioj will aid in the of Grace Episcopal church Holland,
leadingof those beautiful carols. J. for almost eight year* and had a j
Vandersluis will as usual direct very successfulpastorate there,

TODAY

,

Holland Tulip

BROTHER

week in findingthe graves of
her mother, sister and brother

cial activities etc.
However, the featurethat was of

-

SISTER,

last

’

-

UNKNOW GRAVES OF
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-
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Numbat 52

Time Fame Goes
Mrs. Hugh Bradshaw, Route
Far and Wide
Holland, Michigan, was fortunate

unusual interestwas the work of
the children in classes.The collectioncontaining scores of water
colors, chalk drawing, drawing of
the school campus surroundings "as
seen from school windows,” etc.
There were also several pages of
pressed leaves from Belgium trees
and shrubbery and the dainty way.
of forming these on the pages and
fastening the stems was really a
work of art. The botanic feature
was indeed interesting. The most
pleasing and most outstanding feature were the many letters and
sentimentals written, of course,in
Belgian, but with translatedcopy
attached,so the Americanchildren
could get the drift of what these
little folks from across the sea
were writing about.
It is noticeableimmediately that
at least in one thing the child in
Belgium is very proficient and that
GREATER THAN BEFORE
throughout the city Thursday
is penmanship. Not only is the writmorning and the committee has
The News made a canvass of the ing legible, but beautiful and the
made throughout arrangements for
the distributionand has kept an thrte Holland banks and it is sur- lines are as straightas it is possiaccurate record so that n* one will prisingto note in what large num- ble to make them. At least in this
bers folks from Holland and vicin- American children, generallyspeakbe overlooked.
The hearted fire “laddies” will ity are joiningthe different classes ing, might take a lesson.
The portfolio is now in possession
also play Santa Claus. Engine in the saving clubs. Strange to say
House No. 2 is bursting with toys the number joining at the three of the Holland Christian Junior
which have accumulated there for banks thus far during the last High and is in response to a similar portfolio sent by the local
the past month and these will be three weeks exceed those over a
school earlier in the year. These
distributedto the little folks who similar period during 1930.
At the Peoples State Bank Mr. Junior Red Cross pupils sent their
are lew fortunate than others and
pfforts thru Holland Red Cross to
' surely it is going to be a
happy Rutg-.rs,who spoke in behalf of
Washington, D.C., where the Amerthe young lady at the saving* winChristmas for them.
ican letters were also translatedin
There will be several other ave- dow who was indisposed,stated
the Belgian language and the capnues through which the needy will that the number joined thus far
tions over and under drawing and
be remembered and many individ- was fully up to last year and. he introductionsto picture, etc. were
uals will also go about doing good thought a trifle better. He stated made plain to the Belgian children
to others as has been their Christ- that Christmas Savings patrons in their own language.
mas program for many years.
who had joined previous clubs Mrs. Van Duren will carry this
An outstanding feature will oc- seemrd to be eager to join again. work still further, and Superintendcur at Centennial Park on Christ“Heinie” Geerds of the Holland ent Fell has promised that the chilmas eve when the two large twin City State Bank said that the old dren in the Holland public schools
Christmas fir trees, real live ones, club patrons numbered fully up to will now prepare a portfolio to be
|(|e ^Corb is nty sl]fpl]crh, 31 Bljall nut timnt.
will be scintillating with light and last year and that many new re- sent to the childrenof some other
at the apex a beautiful star will cruits were added. He said the old country in Europe, who in turn will
‘He maketl] me to lie bofou hi green pastures;
shine forth, all the work of the Dutch thrift in laying something reciprocateshowing the efficiency
able employees of the Board of away “for a rainy day" was evi- in their respective junior High
Public Works.
dent at that bank. He stated the schools. It is indeed interestingand
}!e leabetl] me besibc the still hiaters.
The Daughters of the American bank officialswere greatly pleased again shows how closely knit all
mankind
is
becoming.
Surely,
no
Revolution will sponsor singing of over the showing made.
tljc rcstoret!|mg
leabetl] me in tl|e patljs of righteousness
carols Christmas eve under leaderMiss Ann Heinecke whose beam- warlike spirit when children of
ship of John Vandersluis.All of ing face alawys peeps out from the other nations come in such close
for His name’s sake.
Holland is invitedto meet at the ChristmasSavings window at contact with our children. Let the
foot of the Christmas trees in the First State Bank, stated that pos- good work continue.
The portfolio will be kept at the
park and Mr. Vandersluis hopes itively between the old Savings
^|ea, though 31 tualk through the balleg of tl|e shaboto of beatl], 3)
that 2,000 singers lost year will be Club membero who rejoined the Christian school until it is taken to
augmented by at least 2,000 more. club for 1932 and the new ones the state Red Cross convention
krill fear no ebil, for tljou art foitl] me; tl]g rob anb tl]g staff tl|eg comfort me.
The sick have also not been for*- added, the total was substantiallynext October. Last year one was
gotten. Miss Trixie Moore of the more at that bank than the year sent to Holland from the Philippine
Islands and Holland puipls recipPublic Schools has prepared a previous. She stated that patrons
®I|0U prepares! a table before me in the presence of mine enemies;
chorua of young women to sing seemed to appreciate this method rocated
o
carols at the hospital on Christ- of Christmas saving more fully
anointest mg l|eab toitl] oil; mg nip runneth 0^fr*
THANKS THE BANNER
mas eve.
than $ver before and they were not
The pictureof the Shepherd and
half-hieartcd about it but seemed
his sheep found on the first page
jSurelg goobness anb mereg shall follofa me all tl]e bags of
life;
eager to become members of the
of this issue of the News is placed
Popular Pageant Proves different clubs again this year.
there through the courtesy of The
The three local banks have sevanb
brill bbiell in the house of tl|e £orb for eber.~23rb -psalm.
ProfitableTo Public
Banner of Grand Rapids, published
eral classes that may be joined,
under the direction of the publicity
The missionarypageant,“The suiting the incomes of the perrons committee of the 'Christian ReHighway of the Lord," sponsored wishing to join, ranging from a formed Church in America. The
by A. E. Stewart for the schedule er, republicans; Tilden and Henbv Sunday Schools of Reformed very modest amount to one more Newt- management wishes to make
tonight between the Manhattans of dricks, democrats. At that time the
FIFTY
YEARS
AGO
TODAY
pretentious.
These
methods
are
churches in Holland, was presented
Grand Rapids at Jenison Park Pa- Zeeland man's vote decided the
public its appreciation.
all
fully
explained
by
those
preFriday evening in Carnegie Hall
vilion.
country’s electionin the electoral
for the third successive time to siding at the Christmas Savings WINDOW CARDS OUT
•
•
•
college, one vote being the balance
window and advice is frtey given
packed houses.
At a regular meeting of Unity
Contractor Fritz Yonkman is on of power. The opposition finally
TELLING OF MINSTREL
fitting
in
with
the
circumstances
of
Offeringswill be sent to the cenSHOW NEW YEAR’S EVE Lodge No. 191, F. and A. M. the a trip to the Netherlands. He is contended that Den Herder was not
tenary fund for the board of for- the saver.
following officers were elected:H. accompanied by Wm. Van den Berg, a citizenand therefore could not
eign missions.
C. Matrou, W. M.; Thos. Me Master, east 16th street, G. Posthumas, E. serve. A trip to Washingtoncleared
I,arge window cards picturing
The pageant was directed by Miss DOUBLE MALE
big black “darkie" are being shown S. W.; Godleip Leapple, J. W.; 10th street, and Jacob Stroosnijder.all doubts, however, and Den HerQUARTET WILL PRESENT in the downtown district and in the David Boyd, sec.; E. Herold,treas.; The party will remain in Europe der’s lone vote decided the fates of
HenriettaWamahuis and the chorus
REQUEST PROGRAM windows of the towns in the neigh- A1 Huntley, S. D., James Huntley, until March 1, except the last two great men, Hayes the republiwas directedby W. Curtis Snow of
Hope College. George Schuiling The double male quartet of the borhood’s of Holland, announcing J.D.; H. Konigsberg, Tyler.
named man who will remain in the can being electedbv a majority of
was general chairman.
Sixth Reformed church will give a the minstrel chow to be staged in
The dwelling of Frans Jonkman Netherlands for good.
one — the closest battle for presSince Carnegie Hall seats 1800 request program Old Year’s even- the Woman’s Literary Club on of North Holland burned to the
• • •
dent of the United States ever repeople and during the three per- ing in Sixth church. The program
Wm. Van der Ven has purchased corded.
New Year’s Eve. The show is go- pound, the damage was $300, not
formances all places were filled, in- will begin at 7:30 o'clockand will
of John Van Oss a lot on West 13th
ing to be a big laugh from begin- insured. .
• • •
cluding improvised bleachersin the include quartet numbers, duets and
street; consideration$575. He will
ning to end and men of the old
rear, at least 5400 folks from HolThe sailing vessel Kate Howard build a modern residence on the MAYOR BROOK. S NAMES
i
local minstrels will make up the
land and abroad were present dho
will be rebuilt at a cost of $8,000. place within the year.
The quartet is composed of EdGROUP TO MAKE STUDY
t * *
donated $834.88 to witness the spec- ward Scheerhorn, Harold Barkel, circle.
She was from this port and named
The
show
is given under the auOF REAPPORTIONMENT
tacle. The staging of the pageant first tenors; Andrew Slager and
after a daughter of Manley D. HowThe schooner Wonder, one of the
which included costuming,stage Louis Dalman, second tenors; Ric- spices of the Henry Walters Poet ard, prominent citizen here and the few remainingsailing vessels has
No. 2144 of Veterans Foreign Wars
settings, lightingarrangements,
founder of Grace Episcopal church, been laid up at Capt. Harrington’s
hard Grevengoed and William of Holland.
The appointment of a committee
etc., which was considerable,was
f The country is crying for the dock for the winter.
strong, baritonesand Gerrit Beckof 25 city officialsto study legislaIt
has
been
sometime
since
Hoi
borne jointly by all the Reformed
ouick trial and death of Guiteau,
man and Peter Wiersum basses.
tive reapportionrmnt was announcland has witnessed a minstrel show
Church Sunday Schools in Holland.
Bernard Vanderbeekis the ac- and no doubt the recreationof tne man who shot and killed Pres- The ContractorsBoramers and ed yesterday by Mayor Earnest C.
The fund of $334.88 was received
ident
Garfield.
It
appears
that
the
neenge arc building a modem Brookr, of Holland,presidentof the
companist.
these black-facedcommedCans will trial of the man is going altogether
through collection during intermishome for Dr. J. O. Scott, local den- Michigan Municipal league. He said
No admission will be charged but bring out quite an audience.
sions. This will go to the Cententoo slow to suit the newspapers. tist. It will be locatedon East Sixa silver offeringwill be received.
Ithe committeewill study all plana
o
- nial mission fund in the campaign
Note:
Well, Guiteau was tried, teenth street.
o ..... including that recently advanced
Christmas festivities of Grace convicted and hung. The trial was
to raise $100,000. There was no adCANTATA AT BETHEL
Episcopal church will be held to- one of the most spectacular in FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY by Wayne county, and suggest conmission charge. Mr. Geo. SchuilCHURCH, DEC. 25TH night. Wednesday from 6 until 9
stitutional amendments.
ing stated that additional donations
court annals.
If you are not engaged in your o’clock. A supper will be served
“I believe the people of the state
•re still coming in and the amount
«
•
•
Charles B. Binns of West Olive,
own church on Friday evening, De- and activities for the evening will
will be considerablyhigher,
George Harringtondied in Fill- just as he had finishedkillinga can no longer sidestepthe issue of
The pageant gave 12 episodes cember 25, you are cordially in- consist of games.
more at the age of 74 years. He hog, suddenly swayed and fell to reapportionment”, a statement by
covering the history and develop- vited to come to Bethri Reformed
was one of the leading citizens of the ground dead, an attack of Brooks said.
The committee members are:—
ment of Reformed missions in the church and hear the beautiful A meeting of the Holland Auxil- that township.
heart trouble was the cause.
* • o
John A. Wagner, Battle Crek, FeOrient, beginning with the birth of cantata “Manger to Cross,” sung iary No. 22, S. W. V. wae held in
Christ and continuing with the by 116 voices. Admiwion is free the G. A. R. Room of the city hall
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Tuesday evening between the lix H. H. Flynn, Cadillac, Guy M.
Apostle Paul carrying the message to all. An offering will be taken for Friday evening. The following of1
hours of five and seven o’clock the Wilson, Flint, Thomas H. Reed,
to Rome and the western world the the choir of this church.
ficers were elected: Mrs. Elizabeth
Woman’s Literary Club rooms was University of Michigan Norman M.
task is started.The entire program,
Will Damson of Holland on a trip the scene of Grace Episcopal church Risk, Petoskey, George Welsh,
VanLente, president;Mrs. John
episode by episode with the largo C. E. SOCIETIES
Stykehouse, senior vice-president; around the world has sailed from annual bazaar. A feature of the Grand Rapids. Henry I. Bourns,
PRESENT PROGRAM IN
cast was published in last week's
Mrs. Doris Allen, junior vice-presi- Seattle,Wash., for Manila on the evening was the auctioningof gifts Adrian, Claude Stevens, Highland
SIXTH REF. CHURCH dent; Mrs. Anna Hamm, chaplain; transport Dixie. Note: He was a for Christmas;among them was Park, Peter Gray Lansing, Albert
issue of the Holland City News.
Ths Junior and Intermediate Mrs. Jennie VerSchure, patriotic brother of Herman Damson, West one sent by the famous “movie” E. Sharpe, Sault Ste. Marie John
Mrs. Thomas Horgan of Boston, ChristianEndeavor societies of 6th inrtructor;Mrs. Martha Whitman, Ninth Street, and an uncle of Geo. actress Theda Bara from New D. Bingnam Alpena, George S.
Mass., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reformed Church presented a historianand Mrs. Edith Moomey, and Carl Damson.
York. Mrs. Oscar Nystrom was the Barnard,Benton Harbor, J. H.
• • •
successfulbidder,taking the prize Nelson, Bay City, Clarence Wilcox,
Charles H. McBride of this city, Chriatmasprogram in the church conductor. Miss Edna VanLente,
Oscar Peterson,conductor on the from the hands of A. H. Landwehr, Detroit,Thomao S. Bennett, Mushas written a short story which has auditorium Sunday afternoon. A assistantconductor;Mrs. H. Eastbeen accepted by the Delineator large group was present.
man, guard; Mrs. G. DeBoer, as- Holland Interurban, had a narrow the auctioneerfor the evening.The kegon Benjamin Kleinstiver,JackThe program was dirteted by sistant guard; Mrs. Blanche Har- escape from death, he being prize was a qombing jacket made son, W. A. Seegmiller,Owosso, G.
magaaine.
Mrs. Horgan liven in Holland un- Miss Frances Van Voorst Miss bin, secretary; Miss Ruth Ver dragged behind a slowly moving by the actressand pinned to it was H. Rogers, Pontiac, Kerl L. Ashtil five years ago and spends her Henrietta Terpstra,Mrs. Lina Ter Schure, treasurer;Mrs. Jennette car for some distance.As the car her personal card. More than 800 backer, Ludington, Robert H.
summers here. Mr. Horgan is a Louw, George Steggerda and com- Nice, musician; and Mrs. Edith was rounding the curve at the west guests participatedin the auction Shields Houghton, E. J. Hudson,
limits, Mr. Peterson in an attempt and the supper.
newspaperman. They live in Bos- mittee chairmen of the Junior so- Moomey press correspondent.
Marquette, Joseph A. Smith, Wy• * •
to alight,missed his footing, his
ciety. Richard Vanderbeek was acton, Mass.
andotte, Itta A. Zemke, Caro, W.
Joint installation services will be
coat
in
some
manner
caught
in
the
Jacob
Den
Herder,
noted
citizen
compani&t.
oC. Hudson, Royal Oak, R. F. Dunheld with the Spanish War Veterdoor and he was dragged over the and builderof Zeeland, died at the
o
The Holland Civic Orchestra will
ans on January 15, 1982. A potrough street for a distanceof sev- age of 88 years. The Holland City don Iron Mountain.
Prayer meeting of Third Re- luck lunch will be served.
meet tonight,Wednesday at eight
eral hundred feet. His plight was News devoted nearly a column to
o’clock in the senior righ school au- formed church will be conducted
Stanley Ver Hey, student at New
Plans were made for a Christmas unnoticed until the motorman the death of Mr. Den Herder. An
A rehersal was conduct- tonight Wednesday, instead df party which will b# held tonight,
slacked up and made the regular interestingaide light reads as fol- Brunswick Seminary, New Brunsevening in preparation Thursday. The subjectfor discus- .Wednesday, in the hall at 7:30 p.
stop at the switch. Oscar who u the lows: “At one time Mr. Den Herder wick, N. J., is spending the holif concerts this win- sion will be “Keeping Christ in ’ m.
This will be for the 8. W. V., crack pitcher for the Interurban was a Republican elector in the bit- days at the home of his parents in
Christmas."
auxiliaryand families.
indoor baseball team, was replaced I ter campaign of Hayes and Wheel Holland.
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insistentlyand increasinfly

SHOWN AGAIN AT HOLLAND ARMORY, FRIDAY
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worms that will hide guilty Saturday evening before Jua- been held in Oddfellowshall
_
at with his articleon "Prescription
Success in a town of Six Hundred
beneath them. Arsenical spravs tic* Brower of Hamilton. He paid Fennville each Wednesday evening
e
EVENING, JAN. L
have been Insufficient to control the a fine and costa of $45 and In addi to the
- enjoyment of ouite
• largo People." The Circular states that
Why iperely sit back and wait
The movie film, “Sitnba"; which worms. Special care must be exer- tion is to serve ten days in jail .
____ have
ss. Foreign talent
han been Mr. Weaver is one of the youngest
for the break? That is the ques•
•
was shown to a full house at the cised in scraping the trank at the
They have even been members of any state board in the
tion. Why not assist it? The perMrs. Nell VanderMeuIen enter- Holland Armory last Friday aft- ground line and just below, as these Mr. and Mrs. George Durham ------ in "materialising"peoUnited States — he is a member
son who does so will help himself tained the A. Y. S. Sunday School ernoon and evening, proved to be are favorite wintering places for and Mr* Blanche Ellis of Douglas ple not yet dead.
of the Michigan Boud of Pharand everybody else.
clasa with a Christmasparty Fri- most interesting and educational,the larvae. All scrapings must be end Mrs. Allen of Saugatuck atmacy. He is a former presidentof
destroyed and not left about the tended a birthday surprise party on
If you have money, do not con- day evening at the home of Mrs. and the Eunice society, under whose
.The current issue of “The Drag- tke Michigan Rexall dub and last
base
of
the
tl
tree.
auspices the picture was shown,
Mr. Hankins in Holland last Thurs- gista Circular" of New York continue hoarding it merely because Mary Vanfenberg. 287 Central Av.
• • t
June was elected second vice-presday evening.Bridge and "500" were tains a half-page portrait of our
Mrs. Garret Vander Borgh led the have had so many requests for a
ident of the Michigan Pharmaceuyou have acquired the habit. But
The concert given Tuesday eve- played and a very fine time endevotions, following which Miss repetition of the film, that they deFennvilledruggist,Duncan Weaver, tical association.
buy now what you need. Certainly Winifred Zwemer told of her work cided to repeat the showing on the ning at Saugatuck by the men’s
chorus of Holland, led by director
• v •
you never will be able to buy more at the state school. Long Lane evening of New Year’s diay, Jan.
John Van der Sluis, was quite well
Farm,
near
Middleton,
Connecticut.
In
the
Village
of Douglas propercheaply or to better advantageor
The film surely gives the audi- attended and was greatly appred- ty owners and not tenants, art held
more comfortably than you can to- A social hour wae enjoyed afid re•ted. Those who failed to attend
responsiblefor all Vater bills,and
freshments were served. About 16 ence a clear and concise idea of
misted a wonderful
day. A year hence prices are likely
Africa’sjungles, and the habits of
water bills must be paid when due
guests were present.
ladies of the M. E. aTIww
to be considerablyhigher than they
the elephant, lion, hyena, giraffe1,
to avoid penalty charges.
o ---supper
to the Holland
i friends
l
i
• • •
are at this writing through simple
John Huizenga entertaineda etc.
the program.
“Siraba” the African name for
• » t
operationof the law of supply and group of friends Friday evening at
lion is truly worth seeing. If you
demand. You can pretty well bank his home at 173 East 14th St. Cards
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Olaon of
were played after which a two- haven’t had the opportunity to see Saugatuck made a businesstrip to
on that.
this
picture
up
to
this
time,
don’t
at the governor’s road-tax confercourse luncheon was served. SevGrand Rapids last Wednesday. ence in the executiveoffices in LanFor when the big break in the eral guests were present.
fail to come to the Holland Armory
While there they called on Revij.
on the evening of New Year’s fey,
sing, Monday, Dec. 21. Senator Icedam does come everybody who now
o
C. Willits, superintendentof Clark
land is chairman of the committee
January
1.
The
picture starts at 8
Mrs.
H.
Van
Tongeren
entertainis of necessity, or from some other
Memorial Home, and delivered on highways of the senate and is
ed h<r Sunday school class of 6th o’clock.The admission charge will seventeenbeautiful flower filled
reason, cutting expense to the
giving this important work a great
Reformed church with a Christmas be 26 cents.
wall vases to the sick members of
bone, will want everything at once;
deal of attention.
party at her home on E. 14th St.
the home. These vases were the gift
and the result is likely to be u Saturday evening. Games were
North Allegan County of the Saugatuck Methodist Lames’ The Fruit Exchange at Fennville
heavy demand on manufacturing played and a table lunch was served
Aid.
News Items
ts a new truck with which it is
resources with perhaps actual About 20 guests were present.
delivering apples to Detroit and
A project was launched this week
scarcity of goods. People will have
The Fennville high school has by the Allegan Girl Scout Troon Chicago buyers. Northern Spy apJohn Vandersuis gave an interples are bringing abot $1.34 per
to pay the price. Meanwhile you
esting talk on ‘Christmas in Song”
leaders In an endeavor to keep oldwill have hastened that good time Sunday evening at the Christian
er girls of school age in school durby being a pioneer in the task of Endeavor meeting of Bethel Reing the unemployment crisis. Mrs.
communication
received
here
by
T. R. Ward is chairman of the comrestoring confidence and you will formed church. Five new members
Supt
Paul
W.
Kingman.
were received into the society.
munity committee of Girl Scouts,
CITY
• • *
be money ahead at the same time.
i in uw Auouonum novel,
Special installation services will be
s s s
has Just completed a
So go out and get what you held next Sunday and wiil be in
n W. 8tk St
The Pere Marquette Railway Co.
Three men were arrestedby
mrtrait of the wife of the
Holland,Michigan
need, remembering,too, that this
charge of Miss Henrietta Huizenga, is putting in new sidewalks across Sheriff Teed on charges of driving
Drest Thit Fellow For
it of the Chicago Con(Established1872)
is Christmas time.
its tracks on East Main street,
presidentof the society.
while under the influence of drink. ------ merdal bank. As the
Fennville.It recentlyrepaired the
William Ashley of Dunninrville painting is to be a Christmas presB. A. MULDER, Editor
vehicle crossing on M89 here.
Holland BasketballNotes
was arraigned before Justice Fish, ent the name of the lady is with
More thon 40 members and
• • •
Monday. He pleaded guilty and was held, but the *
As the News goes to press the friendsattended the Christian Enfabllahad every Thursdayeyenlng
The next meeting of the Rural assessed a $60 fine and costs of eluded in Mrs.
team is playing against Grand Rap- deavor meeting at the Sixth ReEnt9td u Second Class Matter ids South at the local armory. The formed Church Sunday evening. teachers club will be held in the $4.60 or seventy-fivedays in jail. flUtfei at the _____________
Fennvillehigh school building, Jan- He paid. His driver’s license was
lb.
tion, and we hope many local
% the post office at Holland, Mich Maroon and O/ange tosaers drop- Miss Helen White had charge of
4, at which time Dr. Egbert Winter revoked. DeForest Myers of Chesfriends may see It Mrs. Taylor is
infer the act of Congress, March ped their opening games with Ot- the meeting and gave an interesttawa Hills and Muskegon but the ing talk on the subject "Christmas of Hope college will be the speaker. hire was arraigned Monday before now painting the beautiful Mrs.
Ird, 1879.
On account of not being able to Justice Fish, pleaded guilty, was Wright of Chicago, whose portrait
Breenmenhave been showing rapid Meroagosin Literature.”
Ducks 28c lb. Geese 25c lb. Cbickeis20-30c lb.
find a vacant house in Fennville, assessed a $50 five and $4.85 costs,
is to be completedbefore Christimprovement.
Special music was. provided by
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Nickerson have or seventy-five days in jail He did
mas, when Mrs. Taylor will return
Save By Buying
Don Slighterand Ted Essenburg the C. E. male quartet composedof moved to Bangor where he has the
not pay and was remanded to jail. home.
THE men folks will let their belts out a notch .
will play the forwards, with Cook Herbert Wybenga Germld Vander- Regent movie theatre as well the
Ray*
Baker
of
Watson
was
the
“We are storingup or damming at center, and Bosworthand Nien- Beek, Bernard Vander Beek and
the Dreamland theatrehere.
and the others sigh UI ate too muchn . • IF you serve
third arrested by Sheriff Teed for
Ward Post of Fennville had back an enormous reserve of buy- huis, guards. Slighter is the only Arthur De Waard, accompanied by
* » »
driving while drunk. He also was close call recently while assisting
’em one of our tasty, tender gobblers.
lot of
ing power," said Julien L. Eys- letterman in the group and he play- Lewis Verburg. Joseph H. ToonExaminationof Oliver Guilford arraigned before Justice Fish, Mon- the Consumers Power company
mans, traffic vice president of the on the reserve team for a part of ian of Arabia student at Hope Col- of Hamilton, who was arrestedtwo day, and pleaded not guilty. His constructiongang. They had a 35young [Vermonts] just in.
9776 now and
lege will be in charge of the meet- weeks ago on a statutory charge,
examination was set for Dec. 17. foot pole partly raised when it fell
Pennsylvania Railroad,in address- laet
we’ll save one for you. Or— may we deliver it?
ing next week.
was adjourned Saturday in Justice Bond was placed at $500 but was and grazed Post’s side and back.
Coach
Bud
Hinga’s
Hope
College
ing the Great Lakes Regional Ad----------H. H. Cook’s court in this city until not given. He was remanded to
Basketeorswill meet Grand Rapids
With the exception of a lame bqdy
visory Board. “Some say the dam
The Grace Episcopal church par- Dec. 30. The delay is blamed on the jail. Lewis Lohman, thirty-threehe had a narrow escape.
Junior College at the local Armory
ish will hold a receptionfor their non-appearance of important wit- years old, of Holland, was arrested
will burst, and the resultingflood tonight, Wednesday.
• • •
cannot fail to create a vast inHinga’s team showed fla&hes of new rector, Rev. and Mrs. J. K. nesses — Guilfordclaims innocence. by Sheriff Teed, charged with the
A series of Spiritualist meetings
Colligt at the home of Mr. and Bond of $1000 was not given and larceny of turkeys. He pleaded with readings and messages have
crease in business activity which good basketballlast week as Hope
drubbed
Calvin
for
the
fifth con- Mrs. Otto P. Kramer, 79 West 12th Guilfordwas remandedin the Allewill .be felt throughout all our
cember 30th from 8 to 10 o’clock. gan County jail.
secutive time.
• • «
236 River
Holland, Mich.
channelsof production and disFollowing the Junior game, Hope J All members of the church and
On
account
of
his
poor
health
tribution."
meets Western State at Kalamaioo those interestedare invited.
Alden Barron prevailed upon the
In making this statement,and in on Jan. 4, and then opens the M. I.
The large spruce tree growing in directors of the Fruit Exchange at
A. A. season at Olivet on the Fripointing out that meanwhile, many
Fennvilleto accept his resignation
day of the same week. All except the village park in Saugatuck is
as their manager at once. Mr. and
of us are consistentlypurchasing
one man on the Hope college team again in festive attire for the comfar below our power to buy, and hails from Holland. Nick Cupery, munity Christmas program. There Mrs. Barron expect to drive to
Leesburg, Fla., the first of the new
far below the demands of business one of the guards, lives in Fries- citizens will gather Wednesday
evening to sing Christmas carols year, where a good rest from the
land
Wis.,
but
the
remaining
ten
and personal upkeep, so that we
and then proceed to school audi- cares of his work will no doubt
are getting badly equipped and members of the varsity outfit arc torium for a pageant. Gifts will be restore him to health. Edwin Payne
from this city.
who has had charge of the book33-85 W. 8th St
shabby, Mr. Eysmans repeated what
The freshmen team at Hope col- distributedto the children.
keeping work several years will be
is' becoming a rather common oblege will face the frosh team of the
in charge. The exchange has about
servation among shrewd watchers Western State after the holidays. AS A CHRISTMAS PRESENT 35,000 bushels of apples in cold
Why not subscribe for the Hoi- storage to be disposed of.
of human affairs. Indeed the speak- Coach Jack Schouten has a powerer might have gone considerably ful yearling team, compoaed of land City News? It is filled with a
through the obstructions.

to destroy the
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Christmas Turkeys
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40c
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PHONE

White’s Market

Ave.
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I

Model Drug Store
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BOLLAND,

such performers as Bonnette, Korstanje, Van Zanden, Van Zanten, Te
told his listeners that the dam is Roller and Klomparens of Holland
already weakening under pressure high; and Bevan and Bouwman of
and that rivulets of returning pros- ChampionshipChristian high out-

further than he did. He could have

perity are even now pushing their

fits.

review of the week’s happings to-

•

EXPERT TRUSS FITTING

Fennville apple-growers are giv-

gether with other features— sent ing their old trees a thorough
. anywhere in the United States
, now till January 1st, 1933, for
I $1.00. What would be a more suitable Christmas gift.
cated bands about June to late July

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION

,2*

Kf

w
m

Highest

QUALITY
That

is

loaf

what you get

in

every

when you purchase

DUTCH-BOY BREAD

Holland Baking

-

Better Bread Since 1900

Extends

-

Company

—Bakers of—

to the Citizens of Holland and vicinity the

of

%

Reason

Yours for Fine Products
If

not a user of Dutch-Boy Bread give us

a

few days trial,

Yours for Prompt Service

by asking your local grocer for Dutch-Boy Bread today.
PHONE

French Pastry Shop
438 Washington Square

Phone Your Orderi

BANKET

We Have 67
of

and

W«

11th

Socct

Holland, Mich.

Varieties

Santa Clans Cookies, made especially for
holidays. Ask your gro-

cer for

8TOLLEN

251

Cookies

the

BUTTER KRAKELINGS
RAISINBREAD
ALL KINDS OF COOKIES, PIES
HOLLAND, MICH.

<353

Among them the real old fashioned Dutch
Phone 2542

MICHIGAN

them.

BREAD

BRIEVE BISCUIT CO.

Phone 9636
Holland, Mich.

THE HOLLAND CITY
Melbin Oottinff, student at
NortiMrwtcrn
rrn Medical school Chicago, ia spending the Christmas
vacation with his parents in Holland. Mr. Costing is presidentof

\mMm

__
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den Bosch, Marvin Vaaden Bosch. Eerie nd to spend the holiday vaca- than last year, whic hmeans a rate radio, flashlights,several cartonsof
PARK TOWNSHIP TAX
COLLECTION
Gertrude Veidheer, Patricia Eel- tion at the home of his parents,Mr. of $36.42 per $1,000 for 1982. City cigarettes, auto polish, cartons of
denrust, Lena Jacobaen, Jeanette and Mra. Isaac Van Dyke, Zeoland. Treasurer Ben Goosen has begun candy and a few dollars in change.
I will be at the following placet
Winter officiallyarrived yester- KnoBj Manley Kuite, Jack Jr. NieTonight Wednesday at Zeeland,
&
collection and the tax returns In The value of the loot was about on the following dates to cottsct
day, and that also was the shortest boar, Stanley Nieboer, Rickard Ny- the
w.v
Zeriand
-nd High Girls Biuk
Basket Ball Zeeland show a very favorable sit- $300.
the annual taxes from the property
the freshman class of the UniversThe Ladies Aid Sociity of Third dsy of the year.
kamp, Jessie Poll, Haxel Bakker, team will play the Caledonia gira* (uationas most of the taxes Fill be
Last Sunday was known as White owners of Park Tewnehip. Peoples
ity.
Reformed Church will meet today, At twelve minutes pest 1 o’clock Lawrence Bakker, Clarabelle Bar- team. The two other games of the collected within the stated time and
State Bank. Dec. 18. 14, 16, 16, 19,
Wednesday, at 2:30 o’clockin the the sun resched He most distant tels, Anthony Bartels, Julius Bar- evening will be between the vanity under present conditionsno exten- Sunday in both First and Second 21, 22, 28, 26, 28, tt, 80, January
Reformed
church at Zeeland. Sun- 2, 4, 5, 6, and 9; Central Park Store
church. Mrs. Henry Brusse will po int south and started northwart tea, Margaret Gorenewdud, Rich. and reserve teams of St. Mary's sion will be needed. Zeeland has
day Schools of the two churches Dec. 10, 17, 84, 81 and Jan. 7; and
for another six months.
be hostess.
ard Groenwoud.
high school of Muskegon and Zea- bonded its treasurer through the
gave their offerings for the Basrah •t home at Central Park on Dee. 11,
December so far this month is
Holy Baptism was administered land’s team.
aid of private individuals.
School for Boys in Arabia.
18, and Jan 8.
Fred Wyngarden,student at New 6.5 warmer than ever in the his- Sunday to Jay Groenevroud, son of
Zeeland high team who won over
Zeeland has been benefitedby a
Brunswick Seminary,is spending tory of Michigan.
Mr. apd Mrs. Peter Groenewoud of PlainwellSaturday by a score of local appeal for the maintenance
the holidays in Holland.
o
Olhre Center.
22 to 13, the score in the first half of a road that is a shortcut to
NEW GRONINGEN
Mapy from tkia vicinity enjoyed being 9to 9. The reservesalso won Lake Michigan.The Ottawa counMODERN HOUSES FOR RENT- Miss Virginia Knoll was taken
tke hospitalityof Holland at the at Plainwellby a score of 14 to 7. ty road commissioners snd board of
Mrs. Nick DeBoer entertainedat
hospital at Grand RapMi
All conveniences. Enquire at to Blodgett
Farmers’Institute.
Coach Vande Water, formerly of supervisorstook the matter up and
her
home
in
New
Groningen
last
ids
Saturday
where
she
will
unKlaaa Buurma, 220 West Sixteenth
Holland was in charae.
decided to grade snd level off the
Mra.
Harry
airy
Vander
Zwaag
enWednesday afternoon, The time
Street Telephone
3t dergo an operation.
road at once and to widen it. The
miscrilaneous
The
following
fifth
grade
pupils
terteined
with
a
was (pent in a sociable way and a
road is now being worked and, if
deliciousluncheon was served by shower In honor of Mra, Robert De of the Zeeland school received A in
erg. s
SAY IT WITH FLOWERS!
Jongk, a recent bride. A budget their testa in arithmetic: Willard weather permits the work will be
University of Michigan, is spend- the hosteee. Those present
pushed until it is finished. The
Mrs. H. Mteuwsen,Mrs. A. Schur was read by Mrs. Henry Redder Schipper, Marvin Wabcke and MarNatures dainty Messengers,the ing the holidays in Holland.
road, being constructed is known
and
f
delicious
two-coune
lunchian
Ypms;
geography,
Florence
man, Mra. W. Schurman and tons,
gift that pleases Everybody
as the Alprna road.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Baer of Jack and Dale of Virginia Park, eon was served. Mra. D. DeJongh Bouwent\ Roaa Clark, Donald DekEBEL1NKS FLOWER SHOP,
was the recipient of bewutifulgifts. ker, Edward De Kostcr, June Dc
Miss Alice Kstte, student at the
Mra.
Jacob
Rypma,
Mrs.
George
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
are
spending
the
Phone
Opp. Post Office
o
Weerd, Irene De Zwsan, Alvin Western State Normal at KalamaChristmas vacation at the the home Dslrmn, Mra. John Westerhofand
lieenhouta, Willard Schipper, Viola xoo is spending the holiday vacation
HAMILTON
Many Americans still demand of Mr. and Mrs. Bert VanderPloeg Leona, Mrs. Ray Pat, and son,
Rykse, Jason, Schrotrnboer, Ber- at the home of her parents, Mr.
Mra.
A.
C.
Roos
and
son,
of
Holon
East
Sixteenth
street.
Uw best floor It is poesiMc to pill.
275 East 8th St.
nard Vander Kooi, Barbara Van and Mra. J. Katte on Lincoln St,,
land and Mra. Neal Northuisand
That ia why there is a regular
Christmaaactivities are the or Volkenburgh, Hsiel Veldhuis,Mar- Zeebnd.
widespreadmarket for I-H flour.
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Vander Barbara of Zeebnd.
der of the day in this vkinitv as in vin Wabeke, Rosa Clark, June De
The following Zeeland third
It has never been reduced in quali- Schaaf, 86 West Twelfth street,
other places .The local schools join Weerd, Dorothy Heyboer, Barbara
BEECHWOOD
graders had A in arithmetic last
ty to compete with inferior have arrived at Miami, Fla., where
ed In a Christmas program Fridsy Van Volkenburgh, Viols Rykse and
week: Joyco Den Herder, Leona
they will spend the winter.
evening at the nenr auditorium.
The BeechwoodoBosterettes held There waa a very large crowd in Leona Wagepaar; English, Rosa Bowncda, Mary Ann Bosnia, Ruth
TO CLOSE OUT— Winchester, La
Born to Mr. and Mra Albert their annual Christmas party last attendance. The program was op- Clark, Donald Dekkcr and June De Kraak, Mary Ixm Colburn, Betty
Fevre, Remington,Browning, IthiWoerd.
Weller and Junior De Jonge.
Darning, rural route ten, on De- Wednesday evening at the Beech- ened with several Christinas carca and other standard guns at
A free poultryahow and school is Among the third graders who
cember
16, a daughter, Beverly wood school. Mise Frances Riem- ols sung by the High School chorprices way below msil order houses.
erama was in charge of the af* uses. This was followed by a fine scheduled for D<t. 28 to Jan. 1 at handed in the best poeme in English
All porcelain coal ranges $52.00 Joyce.
fair. Mrs. Mary Schriber, Mrs. program of recitations, exercises Zeeland. The schools will be held in ebss were: Junior De Jonge, BarAH porcelain Jewell gas ranges $S8
The Ladirs Aid society of the Maud Homing, Mrs. Lillian Strow add songs by the other rooms. The the afternoon and evening of Dec. bara Boonatra, Betty Weller and
Walnut Cabinet Circulating Heat14th
Street Christian Reformed enjans and Mra. Roy White were stage was beautifully decorated 29 and the afternoon of Dec. 30. Mary Lou Colburn.
ers, $22.60 up. Nies Hardware, 43pri:
winners in the games. A two- for the occasion. Departing from Such speakers are J. E. Burger of
church
will have its annual sale of prise
The annual congregational meet45 East Eighth St, Holland. 47tfc
course
luncheon was served. Mrs. the usual custom the presente were St. Louis, Mo.; A. G. Phillipsof ing of First Reformed church of
plain and fancy sewing and lunches
Chicago,
H.
H.
Stemp
of Mt. MorKardux was in charge. About distributed in the afternoonand
Zeeland was held Wednesday evenNEED MONEY QUICKLY? Cash Wednesday December 23, in the John
ris, 111., J. A Hannah and Dr.
building formerly occupied by the 60 members were present..
not at the evening program. The Stafaeth from the Michigan State ing. Treasurer Arie Van Dyke renEnterprise Shoe Store at 210 River
dered a financial report which show>xnigsters and the teachers are now
ollege, all well known poultry
OLIVE CENTER
avenue.
enjoying a two-weeke’ vacation. apealcera will appear on the pro- ed the church in good financial
condition a payment of $1,000 havThe varioua business places and
33tfc
John Knoll and Mrs. Jack Nie- many homes in the village are aU gram. Movies in poultry subjects ing been made on the debt. In the
Automobiles driven by Earl Tellwill be shown during the program.
of»Hamilton and W. Doieman boer attended the funeral services “dressed up’’ for the season. The
election of elders and deacons Dr.
FOR RENT— Light housekeeping man
of the city collided Sunday even- of Miss Nfllie Churchford Wednes- local church will hold their ser- Twenty-four cups and many special John A. Van Kley and Cornelius
rooms, nicely furnished. All conpremiums
will be awarded exhibiing on the corner of ColumbiaAv. day. They were frequent visitors vices next Friday. At the First
veniences including bath. Heated.
tors. The show and school are Roosenraadwere reelectedwhile
ad Eighth street. Tellman was to the city mission.
Church a rhort service will be held sponsored jointly by the Zeeland Martin De Haan and William Van
Reasonable. 162 East 16th St., HolJohn Kamphuis and son from 9:30 o'clock with a Sunday school
driving west on Eighth r-treetand
land,
47tfc
to fill va
Dosrman was driving east and at- Cadillacewho were guests of Mr., program at :30 o’clock in the aft- Hatchermen’eAssociation,Ottawa
County Board of Supervisors and |c“u C*U*fd0b£ retirement of J.
tempted to turn his car into a fill- and Mrs. James Knoll have re- ernoon. The American Reformed
WANTED— One electricwater sys- ing station. Both cars were dam- returned home.
the agriculturalagent to the pur- Schipper and S. Butcr. As deacons
will present a cantata and pro- pose of benefitting the great poul- Arle Van Dyke and Henry Lookerse
tem. Must be in good running conaged..
The township treasurer of Olive gram at the church in the evening
dition.Phone
3tc
try industry of the county. Those were reelected while Matt Lookhan begun the collection of taxes. at 7:30 o’clock.Christmas gather
who attend the school will told ail erne and John Kaat were elected in
Miss Josephine Andrp, aged 42 Taxes are considerably lower this
FOR SALE — 6 tube Radio battery years, passed away Saturday ev- year it appears. Many township ings will also be held in severa that is new in the poultry world and place of J. Elhart and A. Johnson,
homes when relatives and groups of have an opportunity of seeing an whose term* of office had expired.
set Good A and B batteries. En- ening Kalamaroo following a lintreasurers are having difficulty in friends will make merry according
The followingof Zeeland Schools
quire, F. Bremer, Central Park, R.
exhibition of very choice represengering illnesp.She is survived by securing
to tht season. Extensive plans are tation of poultry breeds.
went to Plainwell with Coaches
3tc52
R. 1, Holland.
two sisttr, Mi we* Reka and Grace
West Olive pupils are punctual jta'made to ra^ber'tfe needy
The Karaten Post, American Le- Dewey and Van De Water: Kouw,
FOR SALE— Hand painted pictur Andre. Funeral services were held students judging from the number jt 8erm8 Christmasseason wil gion and its auxiliarywill stage a Plewes, Borr. Bouwens, Doerner,
es, ideal for Christmas presents Tuesday afternoon at 1:30 o’clock not abwnt or tardy for the first mean more ^ {o]]n this year than
Christmas party for children of Archer, and Plasman of the regular
and wedding gifts. Prices range at 234 West Thirteenth street and semester.In all there were 23 of eV€f before, Inasmuch as more ef- needy familiesin the legion rooms team. Van Hoven. Bouma, Korat
2
o’clock
from
the
Nibbelinkthem
so
honored.
Austin
Poll,
from $2.50 to $7.00. Jim Vandt
forts are put forth to »how the real Thursday afternoon. All children noelje, Schaap, Meruwaen, Boor,
Vusse, 276 Maple Avenue, Zeeland. Notier Funeral Home. Burial took Chester Schemper,Selinda Smey- spirit of the day.
will receive gifto of toy* and Wyngarden,Walters and DePree.
ers, Willie Timraer, Gerald Van50tfc place in Pilgrim Home cemetery.
TelephoneZeeland 39F4.
Roy and Genevieve Pollard of clothing.A lunch will be served at
Police sre still working on the
Kalamaxoo,Edward Vanden Berg the close of the party by the Girl
clews presented when the garage of
and Harriet Vanden Berg of Grand Scouts and Girl Reserves.
At Pieper’s Jewelry
R. Bohl on the Braverdam crossing,
iBfc artii oirik 'til aril aril rrii cr u or fit rrtti nrti’Lintfri rtriii fitti ntfi A
tlfc i
Rapids were guests at the John
Zeeland taxpayers arc enjoying was entered Friday. The entry
Joostteerns’home Sounday.
24 West 8th
Holland, Mich
smaller taxes this year than in any
Mrs. Wm. Ten Brink returned year in the past decade. The rate made by breaking a rear wi ndow in
the building and lifting a latch.
home Saturday after a two weeks for the coming year is $1.15 lower
Among the things taken was a new

SHORTEST DAY

I

WAS YESTERDAY

j

WANT ADS

S380.

PHONE 4651
Dustless Fuel

’

-

>4M

& Van

Gebben

den Berg

(

A Merry Christmas and

Michigan.

,

Year to

2689.

bonds.

.

New
you AH

a Prosperous

EenenMm

1

_

A. M.

VAN KERSEN

OPTOMETRIST

St.

ifft

stay in Holland.

Let Our Christmas Club Introduce You Again to

The Hamilton Celery Growers
arc still busy shipping their famous “Brittle Brand’’. The crop this
year has sufferedconsiderably as
the result of the unusual warm

A Worth-While

weather. However, Hamilton celery is listed among the best in the
rtate. Although the crop was light
quality and above the average the
growers have been obtaining top
prices in the big city. Several

f

trucks left the villageevery evening and the produce was placed on
the market in Chicago early the
next day. As a result of the Hamilton transplanted the fields have
been prepared nicely because
of the saving of money as well as
labor made possible by the new
machine.

Donald Green and Steward De
Vries of Grand Rapids were visitors at the home of Andred Lubbers Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mra. Henry D. Strabbing
and family motored to Grand Rap-

:

Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Van Dyke of
Holland spent Sunday at the home
of the former’s sister,Mr. and
Mrs. Eicherd Haakma.
Word was received here Monday
by Mrs. Ben Veneklasenthat hei;
ids

I

THE REAL SANTA CLAUS

i

Get acquainted again with the Santa Claus of your Childhood days— the
gifts and joy. Those were the days without worry.
You can meet Santa again through our Christmas Club— the destroyer of

bringer of

Christmas money worry.
Join our Christmas Club
LAUGH and BE MERRY.

NOW,

and next December you can GIVE,

There’s a Class for Every Purse

Fifteen

Merry

Ways

a
Christmas
to

EVEN AMOUNT CLASSES
Pay 25c a week and

get $12.50 Pay$2.00

a

week and

get

$100.00

Pay 50c a week and get $25.0 Pay$3.00a week and get $150.00
Pay $1.00

a

week and get $50.00 Pay $5.00 a weekand

get

$250.00

Pay $10.00 a week and get $500.00
INCREASING AND DECREASING CLASSES
CLASS

I— Pay Ic the

first week.2c the sec-

each

<yg

ond week, increase 1c
week, for 50 weeka and get

CLASS IA—

Pay 50c the first week, 49c the
second week, decrease Ic
each week for 50 weeka
and get

CLASS

2— Pay 2c the

first week, 4c the sec-

ond week, increase 2c
week for 50 weeka and get

CLASS 2A—

Is

Pay $1 the

first week,

98c

2nd week^ecrease2c tach£2fi
|n, 50
Cft ivAAkaanri
week for
wteks and get

3

J pet. Interest

Added

CLASS

5— Pay 5c the firtt week. 10c th«2nd
week, increase 5c each
week for 50 weeka and get

CLASS 5A—

Pay $2.50 the first week, $2^45
the 2nd week, decrease 5c

each week for 50 weeks

CA

and^J

CLASS

10 A- -Pay $5. the
2nd week, decrease 10c
each week for 50 weeks

to these totals if all

MV

first

week, $4.90

$££7

Holland, Michigan
Tv

IgQ

payments are made prompdy!

Holland City State Bank

Verleta Klomparen* of Hudsonville; Della VanderKoMt of Muskegon; Janet Tanis of Beechwood;
JueUa Kaper, student at the W. S.
T. College of Kalamazoo. The Hope
College and High school students

A

that

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer visited friendsin Hamiton Monday,

Now

“Chucks ... I’m Rich
SEE what

daddy gave

his

OWN NAME.

And

a true

pre-

the

real

names are

omitted,

with two First State Bank Christ-

.

.

him? A Bank Account in

is that

his pals he’s going to “save

boy

proud?

mas savings patrons, namely

his

He’s already told

who went 50—50 with

every dime and nickel he gets

a

from now on.”

Jotjttnie

John Doe, Sr,
“I give
to give
ings

him

Club

for

cause

it

a

father

his son

on

Savings Club.

Bor’s Cl|risfm!iB^rfstnt

tell* the following story:

my boy an allowance
Christmas so

at the First State

check reached him

I

of $1.00 a

lor

spendingmoney. Laat year I did not know what

told him that ii he would put hall that amount in a Christmas Sav-

Bank

last week?—

week

I

and

would match it. Was he happy when your Christmas Savings
I

was

as

happy

as

he.

I

consider it an ideal Christmas gift be-

encourages in him the good habit of thrift as well as providing • fund for his future education.

gift to all

list Monday.

is printed

but the circumstance has to do

Further,

on the sick

(%t0tma0 j&orjj

Christmas siory with the exception

Mrs. B. Voorhorat, Township
Treasurer Is busy collectingthe
annual taxes. She will be at the
Hsmiton bank on Dec. 23, 31 and

Herman Brower was

(Erue

Below

are alio enjoying a glorious vacation for a few days

Jan. 8.

WITH SON

50-50

it

csrriesthe spirit of Christmas throughoutthe entire year.

parents. JOIN A

I

strongly recommend such a

CHRISTMAS CLUB AT THE FIRST STATE BANK.”

A spot cash Christmas saves you starting the New Year under a
heavy burden of debt. It’s so much easier to save for months
ahead than it is to pay for months afterward.

: :

;

p
ZEELAND

10— Pay 10c the firtt week, 20c the
second week, increase 10c£f
gjfr
each week for 50weeksjet'

CLASS
the

$63*75

brother,Fred Ensing, 51, of Lansing had died suddenly at the St
Lawrence hospital Sunday. His
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. Ensing
were residents of Hamilton for a
great many of years, until the
death of Mrs. Ensing when Mr. D.
Ensing moved to Grand Rapids.
Survivingrelative! include three
daughters: Mrs. Mildred Coats;
Mrs. Alvina Williams and Miss
Lola Pae Ensing and three grandchildren of Lansing; his father, G.
Ensing of Grand Rapids; three
brothers, Henry of Battle Creek;
George of Grand Rapids; Sam of
Detroitand one sister, Mrs. Fannie
Veneklasen of this village. Funeral services were held Tuesday at
1:80 P. M. from the Jarvis-Gates
funeral home at Lansing.
Mrs. B. Voorhorat snd family
visitedthe A. Koechele family at
Allegan Sunday.
A large number of teachers and
students have returned to this village for the holidays. Prof. Stanley of Purdue University is visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. J.
Bolks; Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fokkert and family from Whitehall;
GenevieveKooiker of Laketown;

“DAD” GOES

Mioq Helena Lage, nurse at Butterworth. Grand Rapids was the
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. T.
Dewey at Zeeland. Mrs. Joanne De
Vries glso a student nurse at Grand
Rapids was home for sunday.
Mabel De Jongs, instructor
Misa Mab
at AIMgan Junior High was home
for tM week end.
The girls’ basketball team looks
“nifty’’ in their red and white outfit!. The suite called for a picturf which wUl be publishedin the
Stepping Stone, the High School

fotetar Van Tommelen of Michigan and Marvin Tommelen of W.
B. N., Kalamazoo, are home for the

Christmas and New Years.
John Neerken of Detroit has re-

'iiaa&s.

'

Classes to Suit your Needs
Classes to suit all incomes. The teller at the Christmas Savings window will be glad to explain and aid
best selection fitting your individual need.

First State

you in making the

B

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

ilSr

,

m

Pour

THE HDLLXND CITY

UxMm
Dare Von

In*, 13-month t-old son
of Mr. and Mr*. Dare Von Ina, who
Ihre south of Holland, lost his

thumb Monday morning white playing with tha electric water pomp in
tha basement of his home. The
child was rushed to Holland Hospital whore his thumb was amputated.

The prayer services of Trinity
Reformed church will be held tonight, Wednesday at 7:30 o’clock
instead of Thursday evening. Dr.
Winfield Burggrnaf, instructorat

I

KBWS

Western Theologicalseminary, will
Mr. and Mr*. Charles Finch anZEELAND
pas, sfld a beautiful
hi piano duet bv tri et No. t at POhnore. Miss Joyce
be the speaker.
nounce the marriage of their daughmpion and Sarah De
Misses Eulah Cham.
De Jonge of Zeeland was awarded
Tickets for “Simbe” the picture ter, Mary, to Jay Dalman of Holell received
by an
received by
Taxes at Zeeland sfe reported Lacey was very well
the silvar medal in this contest An
land
on
Saturday.
December
19.
at
j
to be shown at the Armory qn
appreciativeaudience.
interest!
intmsting istter was read from
New Year’s evening, under the
c*??’ ! ade. ‘ Th/rate^for the ‘coming year
Mr. Henry Teusiok who broke
auspices of the Eunice Society can money was performed by Rev. Gil- i, $U6 ,oww th,n l„t £ar, his leg three weeks ago Friday is Misa M. Bill, who is spending the
be secured at the following places:
h1kC°m The/£,UpIeTWTvt'' which mean, a rate of $36 42 able to be about a little on crutches. winter in Pasadena, California. A
f] qm for 1932.
De Vries A Dornboe, Dyke A Horn- tended by
'X Mr. and Mrs. Jack Van
Miss Jean Heneveld is horns for
stra, Van Putten Dry Goods, Model Hoff of Holland.
the holidaysfrom the Weetern
Drug store, J. Hulst A Son and P.
State Teachers College.
CENTRAL PARK
EAST SAUGATUCK
H. Boven A Co.
Miss Dorothy Stroop is home
John Slenk, Sr., aged 69 years
As the News goes to press tofrom
East Jordon for the holidays.
pasted
away
Monday
evening
CENTRAL
PARK
CHURCH-2
night, C. L Beach of Holland, Sea
The Willing Workers Aid SoScout commodore, and Peter H. at his home in East Saugatuck. The miles west on U831. Rev. F. J.
Norg, Scout executive will be in deceased is survived by f)our sons: Van Dyk, Minister.10 A. M., Morn- ciety electedthe followingofficers:
Saugatuck to inspect the Sea Scout Henry, Albert and Elmer of Hol- ing Worship. Sermon “Our Spirit- President, Mrs. Henry Van Den
unit there in obtaining data as a land, George of East Saugatuck ual Resources”. Communion and Berg; Vice-President,Mrs. Jacob
basis for the annual award of the and one brother, H. J. Slenk of Reception of new members. Pre H. De Free; Secretary,Mrs. John
East Saugatuck.
Harthom; Treasurer, Mrs. Albert
councilflagship.
lude, Gloria in Excelsisby Mocart
Funeral serviceswill be held on
Postlude, Communion Meditation. Brsmer.
Thursday afternoon at 12:45 o'clock
The Junior Choir of the church
Central Park Male Quartet, "The
at the home and at 1:30 o’clock,
Love of Christ,” by Towner. 11:30 under the direction of Miss Georalow time, at the Eaet Saugatuck
A. M. Sunday school;2 P. M., Jun gianna Heneveld will sing ChristChristian Reformed church. Rev.
mas carols at the Holland hospital
ior Endeavor.
early Friday morning.
Burial will take place in the East
with organ and piano. 7:80 P. M
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Bertsch
Saugatuck cemetery.
Evening Worship. Sermon: “A spent the week-end in Chicago.
Question of Speed” James 1:19.
The Christmas entertainmeritby
IMMANUEL CHURCH-Services Anthem by the Choir, “Singing of the Sunday school will be given on
Him,”
Wilson, Prelude, Wednesday evening at the church
in the Armory, Cor. Central
"Christmas Paraphrase,” by beginningat 7:30 o’clock. This
Ave., and Ninth Street.Rev.
Stilts, Postlude, “Gloria,” will bq a White Gift for the King
J. Lanting, Pastor.
by Andre. Christmas Day ser- and the Legend of Cathay will be
fcv.
Thursday evening— Gospel ser- vices Friday at 10 A. M. The Junread as a part of the service.
vices in the West Olive School ior Choir will appear for the first
The sympathy of the entire
house conducted by the personal time in their new vestmentsand community goes out the family of
workers.
sing a Christmaslullaby,‘“Slee
Mr. Gerrit DuMez whose death ocThurrdayevening— prayer praise My Little Jesus,” by Adam Qeibe curred Monday afternoon.
and testimony meeting conducted Sermon, "Darkness and Light,”
by Mr. Lanting in the Armory.
Matt. 4:16.
WEST OLIVE GIVES

South

^

was rendered by
Mia MagdaleneDiepenhoret.A debate on the Eighteenth amend has been announcedas prayer qay
Christmas solo

Jonge. Mrs. J. Elhart was

ap-

1

birthday.

SlOtCA

Sugar’* Spice’* Everything Nice!

i

Pastry Flour Country Club
Salad Dressing Country Club

by

- for holiday baking

SPICES

COUNTRY CLUB COFFTLE
PLUM PUDDING R 4 a Brand

PEAS

FANCY
FANCY CORN

Friday morning, 10

a.

A

m.

The special service at the church
Sunday evening featuring a carol
service, antiphonal singing by Mr.
Christ- R. Van Lente ,and Albert Berkom-

CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
AT WORLEY SCHOOL

Friday— 2:30 p.

m.— A

mas program will be presented by
the Sunday School classes to which

SUNDAY SERVICES
-Christina* candle*!

Make

10:00 A. M. — Morning Worship.
3:00 P. M.- Allegan Jail Ser-

yourj

I

I.GA. Store your headquarter*for all.

|

You’ll find the aeason*(inert at •pedal

vices.

7:15 P. M.— Evening Worship.

CANDY
FANCY HARD—

AS A CHRISTMAS PRESENT

NUTS
Full

15c

Asst.

Why not subscribe for the Holland City News? It is filled with a
review of the week’s happenings together with other features— sent
anywhere in the United States
now till January 1st, 1933, for
$1.00. What would be a more suitable Christmas gift?

Stmt

-

HOLLAND, MICH.
Phont

^

*Mift

; ‘

2244

wrll*

Of

Grape Juice Pints - 15*

Investors
syndicate
POUNtia

Ui

-ZEELAND
-

Tall can

SOUR

Pineapple

Crushed or Sliced

2 cans

‘A’ Blend Coffee 2 lbs

35*

Bartlett Pears Ige. can

25*

checked with the same care

Dates bulk

IOC

lb.

Changing values should be pro
tected against loss by fire; proper
forms should be written.
This Agency can give you OX
port Strvlco in Insurance mat-

•how

Christmas Gifts
our

writ, policiit RIGHT”

CANDY

Visscher-Brooks
Vlsichtr-BrooktBldg.
Phone

4616

—

HEAD

Superior Poultry

(Little

19c

nut*

3

50c
10c

$1.39
>b

colorful

89c

15c
15c

varlatla* 5

15c

Tima Brand

75c

10c

Gub

10c

Latonia Pala Dry
A real mixer

)

Odin Cigari Bn

10 pkg. carton
*f 2s

99c)
auart
qJ9c

all

10

19c

Late Howe*

25c

Hubbards, solid ripe

5c

Golden ripe, beautiful fruit

HEARTS

Crisp and tender

Christmas Tree

Trees

5

31, Wed., Thurs.

to afoot,

39c

.j.,

19c

California Icebei'g*

lb*.

25c

lb*.

29c

California Emperors - large, ripe

CELERY

“ 25*

37c

Jonathans, I1.S9 per bushel

LETTUCE

L 75*
$1.35

L"xrmun‘,T-

Sunkitt - the sweetestand juiciestof
21S siaa, dos. 27c
In handy packed bag

i9c

19c

lb.

Fra*h and crisp

Stora* - salacts -

BANANAS
GRAPES

Raising BroOers

Eric Linden, Ben Alexander

39c

favorita-S lb. tin

Uma\

6 24-ai. b* la*

SQUASH

Holdm

7to8foot,«9c 9 to 10

large

bunch

• •

10c

49a

foot, 99c

CHOICE QUALITY TENDER MEATS

We

I

17c

Tasty color candy

Country

CRANBERRIES

Robert Montgomerywill play
show at night
30,

29c

Tin* of 50 Cigarattas32c

APPLES

after the second

Dec.

c

Xma*

a

All popular 5c

FLORIDA ORANGES

MAN IN POSSESSION with

have hatches each Tuesday. Rhode Island
Reds, Buff Orpingtons, White Rocks, White Wyandottes and Barred Rocks.
See us or call 136F3 Zeeland, Mich.

Dalidou* Bmall

'Krogar Lamon

Oranges

2:36

Dec. 29 is Guest Night

in

for hlghart quality

Kro"'

at night

Greta Garbo and Ramon Novarro

Money Made

2Se
Ilc

1 FROM SELECTED FARMS A ORCHARDS-

Mata Hari

Holland, Mich.

15c

Michigan Maid

a*‘
standard pack
ANOTHER FRESH CARLOAD

^

no River Ave.

Holland, - Mich.

29 E. 8th St

5c

can

Soft ahallad

Jolly

Cigarettes

29, Mon., Tues.

28,

10c

From Maaopotamia

BARS

Gingera'e

West of Broadway

Dec.

25c

Paptr ahalf*

MINCE

A Brouwer Co.

212

19c

loaf

Larga

CORN
MEAT

OP

k

John Gilbert and Lois Moran
and El Brendel
J.

31c)

2

25c

Larga sound Manaos

MIXED

Guest Night

MATINEE DAILY AT

Red Tag Sale

Compara with any

PEANUT BRITTLE
CRYSTAL

Dec. 26 Sat
at

print*

1-lb.

PLASTIC FILLED CANDY

FIFTY MILLION FRENCHMEN will play after the last

ters-

“We

if

5*

1 lb.

No.

15*

in

Neighbors
Dec. 25

1-lb.

nkrt.

baautiful gift

Way Back Home

APPEOPBUTE

7c)

Chocolates Holiday fandaaboa
Rich, pura and
French Creams

Take Inventory

Your liuurance should b«

(Country Club,

BULK DATES

not subscribe for the HolDec. 25 Fri.
land City News? It is filled with a
review of the week’s happenings to- Continuout performance starting
gether with other features— sent
at 200
anywhere in the United States
now till January 1st, 1933, for
One* a year— or oftenor— $1.00. What would be a more suityou take a completeinventory of able. Christmas gift?
your busineaa. You check proSeth Parker and his Joneport

and loss. You determine
whore you stand.

25c

2^ cans 29c

m

CHERRIES Country Gub

LMONDS
BABY WALNUTS

HOLLAND

fit

No.

Country Club - tha fincit

BUDDED WALNUTS
BRAZIL NUTS
PECANS

Why

29*

17c

Jack Frost

Mixed Nuts

THEATRES

AS A CHRISTMAS PRESENT

No. 2 can
No. 2 can*

4

(Country Club ro*. lo*f

TED

PIT

Roll Butter

The Woman’s Chriatian Temperance Union met Friday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. J. Elhart on
Cherry street, Zeeland. Miss Christine Brouwer was in charge of the
devotions. Mrs. L. Kievlt gave a
report on the contest in School Die-

MINNEAPOLIS

Sugar

29c

1 lb.

Bantam 2

Goldan

Packar'aLabel

BREAD

Invtslon Syndicate Bldf.

19*

-

33c

can

flavored

- full

23c

lb.

2

-

o

for

Vacuum packad

GENUINE DILL PICKLES widi»-.
j...
CREAM CHEESE Fancy WUcomin “Colby" lb.
PINEAPPLE Country Club - alicad 2 No. 2 can*
SEEDLESS RAISINS Country Club (Saodad Sc) 15-os. pk|.

16*4

Fruit for Salad

Country Club

Gelatine Dessert

Have $3,000

,

low I.G.A. price* for thi* Chrirtmir

The Xmas program given by
Mise Lucille Bryner, the children

and young folks of Dist. No. 7 Robinson at the Worley school was a
much enjoyed affair.Especiallythe
plays, The First Shave, and Folks
rMcitae
Santa Forgot, brought out peals of
laughter.
The young folks taking part
were Mr. Bill Racsok, Miss Lucille
Bryner, John Kuyers, Mary Ralr)ySavinX$l9SOaMonth
zok, Emil Strazanec, Fanny Kuyers. Outside of Districtsguests
pEE booUst “MULTIPiy.
were Mr. Dick Jacobson and Misa
' ING MONEY” tapUin*
tlmt-tattd PUn. Write or call
Rena Cole. The Xmas tree was
donated by Mr. Ben Nama. After
the program cocoa and cookies, donated by the parents, were passed.
B.G.Tinnner,Dist.Mgr. Assisting Miss Bryner were Miss
Clara Madison, Miss Mary Rac116 East 23rd
zok and Miss Fanny Kuyers,

all are invited.

Christina* food*— Chrittma* daintier

XXXX

3

Country Club riftad

PUMPKIN

Christmas Morning Message by the
pastor.

dalidou* *alad*

- for

pockagoa

All ragular 2 ox.

10*
15*

Turkey*

and

All

fresh

dremd

-

Michigan birds

Beryl Mercer

GEESE

Dec 31

Farm

DUCKS

Show

Special Midnight

Choice and tender

with entire change
of program

at 11:30

Fat and tender

BEEF KETTLE ROAST

PORK ROAST
PORK SAUSAGE

Jan. 1 Fri.

Continuous performance starting

Choice chuck

lb.

cut*

Picnic style

Bulk

lb.

lb.

2

lb*.

at 2:30

Peach

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market

Spring Chickens

-O-Reno

HENS

Robert Woolley and BertWheeler

4 to sib.

COLONIAL

The Food Emporium of Holland

.man

Ik.

25c

.

MEDIUM FOWL

lb.

lb.

Merry Christmas

Dec. 25 Fri.

Gift Ties

Specials for

Thursday and Saturday Only JJ

..JM

Continous performance
2:30 on Friday

Pork Loin Roast [any

size cut] ................. ilc

Pork Chops [Center Cuts] ......................ilc

65c
$1.00

—Nattiest

(SILK)
weaves.

Beef Roast, young and tender ..............

modernistic gig-sags, dots
and so on
in .colors he
deems “mighty neat.” Give
him a half dozen. He’ll be

Lew Ayers and Anita Louise

To One and All .
pREETINGS of the season.
vT AH the gifts and blessings and

230

Dec. 26 Sat. Matinee at

.

Chickens, Fresh Dressed .................. 18c-25c
3 lbs. for ..............

Pork Sausage, 100% Pure 3

stripes,

Heaven on Earth

1012c

Rolled Roast, extra fancy ......................16c

Hamburger, fresh made,

gMART

starting at

lbs. for ..............

26c

Good Sport

26c

Linda Watkins, John Boles,
Greta Nissan and Hedda Hopper

Bulk Peanut Butter ............................
10c

. joys that go with it
. • that’s it.
throughout1932!

Smile
Bulk Minced Meat, 2 lbs. for ....................
26c
Oysters fresh from the coast,

qt

.....

........

Dec.

28,

29, 30, Mon., Tues.,

Wed

60c-60c

Matinee at 230 on Tues. Of

Bologne or Liver Sausage ......................
10c

Government Inspected Meats.

—

Holland Super Service

House Divided
Gue«t Night

National
rational Repute.

tickled pink.”

We

Phone 3551

Job

J. Rutgers Co.

PHONE

West 8th Street

Inc, 34

Dec. 31, Jan, 1

W.Sth.

_

_____

__

____

^

___

.

•• -

St.

and River Ave.

Phone 2545

Holland Vulcanizing Co.
;

Continuous performancestarting
at 230 on Fri.

3551

Jackie Cooper and Robert Coogan

180 River Ave.

Phone 3926

SOOKY
I

_

28

with Will Rogers will play after
theaecond show at night.

HOLLAND, MICH.
19

la Dec.

CONNECTICUT YANKEE

deliver anywhere in the City for 6 cents.

Buehler Bros..

16th

Walter Hutton.

Groceries of

smiling

Wed.

.

CLOSED ALL DAY FRIDAY

And keep

*

)

iwmi

Section

.

.....

I"-1 ^

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Two

Volume Nambar

60

Holland Michigan Thanday, December 24,

1931

Powerless To

\a

Number S2
Early History

Ban Spearing
Says Hogarth

ENTER

Hamilton

Of
Is

Here Related

POST OFFICE HISTORY OF
RABBIT RIVER VILLAGE AND
HAMILTON, MICHIGAN

HEAD OF CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT REPLIES TO
THOSE WHO SEEK TO
HAVE LAKES CLOSED
TO SPEARING

December 4. 1911
The

first post office in this community was locatad at Purdy Lake,
known as the post office of Rabbit
River village. J.
Purdy was
ras the
postmaster, This was
as about 1
to 1866.

With the approach of the winter
spearing seandn the Departmentof
Conservation is again receivingrequests and petitionsfor the dosing of individual waters to the
spear fishermen.
Several long petitions have been

Christmas

W

About 1805 David Bertch became
postmaster. He moved the pest
office to the same location where
it now stands,the corner of Washington and Main Streets. This was
from 1866 to 1870. It seems that
from this time on
on the post office
in this community
ity has always been
on Washington Stl
Street between the
railroadand M-4$, except when H.
A. Sears was postmaster, then the
post office was in the Ensing buiM-

receivedfrom property owners

Lighting Contest
Win

along several of the larger inland
lakes in the northern part of the
state, asking that the department
make use of the discretionarypower act to close the lakes to winter
spearing.
The departmentis powerless to
make use of its discretionarypo\
er to stop spearing,Director George
R. Hogarth has told petitioners.
The law, which authorizes the director of conservationto close seasons, may be used only in cases

a prize while you are Decorating

Your Home

Christmas and New Year

for

i

***<!«»**’

/j

May 19, 1870. the first post offies
was establishedunder the namt of
Hamilton, Michigan.

of emergency. If there was no
emergency at the time the legisla-

Hamilton. Allegan Cm. Michigan

K^4’ f

ture adopted the spearing law, in
the spring of 1981, there is no
emergency today, so that the department does not feel that it may
invoke the discretionarypower act
to close certainwaters to spearing,
DirectorHogarth said.

Postmasters Date Appeinted

a®

Charles A. Fisld ...„x.. May
(Established)

19,

1870

Hays J. Fisher ...............
.Feb. 6, 1878
John M. Willyard
Apr. 14,1881
Hays J. Fisher ............
Apr. 87, 1882
Wm. W. Hewlett
Nov. 17, 1885
..........

..........

i

Emma

MAN FINDS WATCH

M. Hewlett
Nov. 80, 1887
Harvey A. Sears: ........Apr.10, 1888
Christopher E. Siple . July 21,1808
Lambert J. KHnkers ..... June 8, 1897
. John Kelvoord ......... „-„Yeb. 8, 1915
Flounce W. Voorhorst .............
January 22,1910
Benj. Rankens ..... Oct. 10, 1928
(Acting P.M.)
Benj. Rankens ...........
— Jan. 3. 1924
Beginning July 1, 1922, the Hamilton, Michigan, post office wm advanced from a fourth class Is a
third class post office..
i. • i
Jacob mi, the first stage driver,
also carried the mail from Allegaa
to Holland by the way of
ton, Overiael and Fillmore. A
cf mail would be made up at
gan. In it would be put all the
mail for Rabbit River village (MM
Hamilton, Overisel, Fillmore, and
Holland. When the driver of tbl
stage came to the postoAee of
Rabbit River village, located at
Purdy Lake, 1m would hand to the
postmaster, J. W. Purdy, the bag
of mail. He would take out whet
mail belonged to the people of this
community,put the rest back Into
the bag and send R on to Overiael,
where the postmaster would go
through the same operation.And
so on to the end of Um route.

INSIDE
BASS HE HAD JUST

CAUGHT
Fill

Leonard Smith of Calcamonga,
Calif., went deep sea fishing off
the Long Beach coast. He missed
his watch and felt badly about
that, as it was a new one. Soon
he caught* a sea bass. An hour

out entry on this announcement. Mail or bring

Chamber

it to

of

Commerce Office,

Street, on or before

29 East 8th

December 24th.

27 Prizes to be Awarded
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

running.

.

CHILDREN ARE TAKEN FROM1
HOME IN NIGHT CLOTHES;
$500 WORTH OF DAMAGE
DONE TO HOME

29 E. 8thSt., Holland, Mich.

Kindly enter me in the ChristmasLighting Contest.I have read the rules of the
contest and agree to them and promise to abide by the decision of the judges.

Name
Address.
City Ward

Phone.

gM

later he picked up the fish to clean
and scale it and his watch slid out
of the fish’s gullet. It was still!

Township

...........................

District

Fire at the home of Albert Drager, Grand Haven, called the fire
department out at 3 a. m. Saturday
morning. The blaze was soon
overcomeby water and chemicals,
with a loss of about $500, Chief
Pippel reported.The blaze originated in the attic where a quantity of rubbish is believed to have
caused spontaneous combustion,
said the chief. The children were
sleeping on the second floor and
the parents on the first. One of the
older members of the household
was awakened by smoke and the
children were brought down
their night clothes. Water damaged the inside somewhat and the
roof was burned. The family was
able to remain in the home after
the fire had been overcome.

W

Loss

From Moth Damage

In Holland Set at $24,300

Holland home-makersare paying
GRAND HAVEN PIANO FACtributeto the moth to the tune of
TORY BUSY ON TOYS
$24,300 a year. This is the estimate of the Rex Research FounManufactureof three types of
dation, Chicago, which calculates fairly high priced games at the
this as the aollars-and-centsloss Story
Clark Piano company,
from damage sustained by local Grand Haven, is employing about
families from moth-ruineduphol- 50 men regularly with a pay roll
stery, fabrics, furs and clothing that varies to 126 men in all deevery twelvemonth.The figure is pa r t m e n t s. "T able Hockey,"
based on a total national annual "scram" and "hi-jack"are the
loss of $250,000,000or roughly, ten
names of the new devices which
dollars per family.
are being manufacturedfor the In-

&

"A

thief with a taste for treasures,’’is the way the moth is characterized. A moth prefers to breakfast on the finest woolens, lunch
on costly furs and dine on the most
prized upholstery.There are four
stages in the life cycles of a moth
but the second stage or larvae
stage, which lasts from fifteen to
twenty weeks, is when the most
damage is done. Many heartaches
that now follow the loss of treasured household articleswould be
eliminated if the housewife did

Pick up the Phone!
IT will bring our

Phones:
Bus. 2044
Res. 2720

Tow

Car

and Expert Mechanics
your aid in

a jiffy,

to

should you

encounter motor difficulties
at any time.

Lowest Fees on

all

Repair Work!

Crescent Garage
26 West 6th Street

ternationalTable Hockey corporation of New York. Over 1,000 sets
of the table hockey have already
been shipped and a quantity more
is expected to be turned out before
the Christmas season is over.

Paid By Community

^ -W
mTtook

Voters."

-

NATIVE OF OTTAWA COUNTY

)a
Ihe

h}

nnnrfln
candle mrilhor
molher hi

Jlnd went way down the

And peeked

in

Chest; Pnrpose: Relief

mmJA

-W

i

I'm sure l

lall

saw old Sanla Ihere

Bui right then molher came along
look me back lo bed.
—by

—

tions include the City Mission, the
Civic Health League, the Red Croes
and two character buildingorganizations, namely, the Boy Scouts
and the Campfire Girls.
The relief funds are, therefore,
limitedto only such activities that
provide for the temporary relief
and for the Christmas Basket Fund
which is now being organised.
The functionof the Holland Community Chest in the first plsee is
to relieve the city of continuous
canvasses for funds which would
be necessary in case the one annual
canvass for funds was not held as
it is now being done.

Jusl oulside was his sled—

And

4a

dependent upon the budget for
their promotion. These organisa-

al Ihe Chrislmas

So very slraiqhl and

iAKSt

In order to clarify the limit of
the Community Chest’s servirt to
the community,and to clear up the
requests that have come for help
such as paying off mortgages, unpaid grocery, doctor and rent bills,
it might be stated that the Community Chest organisation is to
provide only temporary relief
and only where such relief Is nscssIt is also responsible for the budgets of five organisationswhich are

hall,

tree

pockets, folds and creases. As
During the business session ii
moths seem to prefer soiled gar- was decided to hold a prayer serments and fabrics, washing or dry vice Thursday, January 7, at the
cleaning helps to discourage infesFirst Reformed church at 2:30
tation. Air these articles in the
o’clock. The national president,
sunshine which destroys all moth
Mrs. Ella A. Boole, has asked that
life. To make moth annihilation
this be a world day of prayer,
complete, the garments as well as
the walls, cracks and shelve of Following the program a Chrietclosets and interior of trunks, mas tea was served by Mrs. D.
drawers and other containers are Damstra and her committee.
< ---- o
sprayed with an effective moth
spray. A good spray not only kills J. H. ROBINSON DIES;

RANKENS.

Mortgages Are Not

WELMERS
URGES WOMEN TO VOTE

cial care should be taken to brush gave an interestingaddress on the
beneath the coat lapels and in the subject "Women

left

MR. BEN

REV.

IN ELECTION OF 1932
The Women’s Christian Temperance Union held a meeting Friday
afternoon in the Woman's Literary
Club tea room. Mrs. Edith Walthis:
voerd presided and devotioni were
All clothing, furs and fabricsto led by Mrs. F. Otte Mrs. F. De
be stored should be well shaken Weese sang "Cradle Song," by Me
out and thoroughly brushed. Spe- Fadden. Rev. Thomas Welmers

any moths which have been

Compiled by

Irene Weslbrooh
Capper'sFarmer

SCHOOL OFFICERS’ MEETING

in

OF

OTTAWA COUNTY

A meeting of the school officers
of Ottawa County will be held beginning promptly at 9:80 Fast time
as follows:
COUNTY EMPLOYES PLAN TO PROF. NYKERK SPEAKS
Tuesday, December 29, Holland
Dickema Will
AID POOR DURING CHRISTAT FENNVILLE
City Hall
Speak at Alumnae Fete
MAS SEASON
Wednesday,December 39th, Grand

Mrs.

after cleaning, shaking, brushing
Allegan Gazette— Last WednesHaven High School
James Henry Robinson, MuskeFRED
Prop.
and airing, but kills any new
(irand Haven Tribune— Ottawa day's meeting of the Woman’s club
University of Michigan alumnae
gon, died at his home, after a long
Note: ail others interestedare
moths.
will hold their annual holiday lun- county employes of the court house was greatly enjoyed, the feature
illneai. He was 71 years old. Mr.
invited to attend. Leaders: Roy
cheon at 12:30 on Dec. 30, at the and county jail will forego their l»eing a very illuminatingaddress
Robinson was bom July 9, 1860 in
Notewear. Assistant Sup’t of PubWomen’s
City club, Grand Rapids. annual Christmasdinner ami will by Dr. J. B. Nykerk of Hope colTHE PRESENT-DAY GAS
Olive township,Ottawa county.The
lic Instruction,
G. G. Groenewoud,
lege,
who
spoke
of
the
drama
and
devote
the
funds
to
the
purchase
Mrs. Gerrit J. Diekema, wife of the
INDUSTRY
past 14 years he made his home in
County
Commissioner of Schools.
specially
of
Shakespeare
and
his
of
necessities
to
l>o
distributed
late minister to The Netherlands,
Muskegon.
and at present social director of among the needy families of the work. Mrs. Charles Sheffer of AlleHe was employed as foreman for
Life
At present consumption of man- six years at the Central Paper com- Betsy Barbour dormitory, Ann Ar- county. A purse of $50 was col- gan gave the delightful solo, TIN LICENSE PLATE COSTS
MAN MORE THAN NEW ONE
ufactured gas is nearly four times
bor, will be the guest speaker. Her lected which will Ik* turned over "Snow Flakes,"in a most charming
pany, until Feb., 1924.
Forty'seven years of steady growth, a history of abso<
as great as it was twenty years
talk will bo on The Netherlands. to Miss Madge Bresnahan, county manner, the dumber being specially
Ernest Wiersma, Grand Rapids,
ago. The industry is composed of
Invitations have been sent to Grand nurse. She will, with the assist- well suited to display her wonderlutely sound financial managementsrecord of stability,
was fined $836 in Grand Haven for
EXCESS AUTOMOBILES
656 companies— of which 608 are
Rapids women now attending the ance of several others in the de- ful voice. Mrs. James VanBlois
supplementing a tin plate for one
ARE RECOVERED
and a deserved reputation for service to policy holders.
privately owned and operateduniversity who are at home for the. partment,purchase articles that and Marcia Bassett were in charge,
of the plates on a truck which he
serving 4,600 towns and villages.
holidays. Reservationsare being will bring cheer and happiness to while Mesdames W. E. Beckett,
PalielM writtsn from ago X day to ago IS ,
Law enforcing officers in Michi- made with Mrs. Robert C. C. Hea- many rural families who would James Vanliartesvelt, Myrtle claimed had been lost. Neglect to
To manufacture the present annukl
Wight man, and Vern Phillips were have it replaced cost the owner
have no extras at this season.
gas output reouiresalmost 10,000,- gan yearly recover more stolen ney.
Let us serve you.
The annual party held in the hosts and served delightful refresh- considerablemore than a new one.
000 tons of bituminous coal, 448,- automobiles than the number that
Music will Imj furnished by Mrs.
000 tons of anthracite,4,188,000 are stolen, records of the depart- Archie MacAlpen, pianist, and John supervisors'room was one of the ments.
J«
General Agent
Neal Van Leeuwen student at
tons of coke and 962,312,000 gal- ment of state show. This appar- Kalchuk, violinist,a student at events among the county employes.
Brunswick Seminary, is
CHRISTMAS TREE FOR
lons of oil. Sales for 1929 were ent contradictioncomes from the Union High School. Michigan songs A turkey dinner was served, gifts
spending the Christmas vacation
special Agent
FENNVILLE
40,000,000,000cubic feet over the fact that the number of stolen auto, will be played while the guests are were exchanged and a delightful
with his parents here.
social time followed. The custom
former record total establishedthe mobiles is decreasing rapidly and assembling in the dining room.
from the recovery of a number
The Commercial club of Fennyear before.
At the speakers’ table, besides has expanded during the many
Miss Nita Van Haafton, of the
The seers of forty or fifty years stolen during previous years.
Mrs. Diekema, will be seated Mrs. years it was held but all members yillc will sponsor u municipal
In 1980, the number, of automo- William Alden Smith, who is to were glad to relinquishthe pleas- Christmas tree to be set near the Harper hospital in Detroit, ia
ago said that the advent of eleczation was paying Mrs. Van Duinen
ZEELAND PAIR LOSE
intersectionof Main and Maple spending a few weeks in H:
tricity sounded the death knell of biles stolen was 5265 while 5364 entertainMrs. Diekema during her ure for the sake of others.
Sts. Women of the Welfare union at the home of her mother.
CASE IN CIRCUIT COURT for the care of Mrs. Van’t Leven. gas. Like most seers, they were were returned to their owners. For visit in the city, and the following
In another case the jury returned bad guessers.
the first eleven months of this year, members of the board and commit- PAIR IS HELD IN JAIL
are working on items for free disa verdict of no cause for action in
2877 vehicles were stolen and 3078 tee chairmen: Miss LucilleMeyerHERE FOR NORTH OFFICER tribution.
Trial of suit brought by Mrs.
Miss Ruth Westveerstudent
the suit brought by Gerben Kingrecovered.
ing, Mrs. John Yonkman, Miss DorKrena Van Duinen and Mrs. Jessie man, Grand Rapids, against Fred
Michigan State Collage is
Receipts of the board in the ReThe reason given for
lor tne
the de- othy Sonke, Miss Esther HavikHUNTER
GETS
DUCK
Joe
Martin,
20,
Cedar
Springs,
Cooling of Zeeland against the esDe Vries of Spring Lake. Kingman formed Church in America for the crease ls
is that onl]
only in the past two horst, Mrs. Ben Wells, Miss Mar- and Robert Lord, 19, Boyne City,
AND FISH IN 1 SHOT the holidays in Holland
tate of Neetje Van t Leven occu- claimed damages to his car follow- first seven months of the current years
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
police and deputy sheriffs garet Appelt, Mrs. Ralph Conger, are being held in the Ottawa
pied the time of circuit court for ing a motor accidentAug. 8, 1981. year show a decrease of $60351 have come
veer.
come to know that from Mrs. Clare Hall, Miss Helen Shaw, county jail by the state police for
Bing
two days and was decided by a
over the corresponding period of Department of State records can
o
the
shferiflNat Charlevoix. Investi- Lake, shot a duck which fell dead
Mrs.
Schravensande
and
Mrs.
Bean.
jury with a verdict of "No cause
the previous year. The foreign be quickly obtained full details of
The Ladies’ Aid
BOUTEL WINS DAMAGE
Those who wish to do so will re- gation linU) the sellingof, stolen on the lake. Then KnUto saw a
mission boards show the heaviest $11 vehicles;and have taken full
for
. v
Street
main
to play bridge during the aft- goods around Cedar Springs led to miracle. The duck startedmoving
SUIT
IN
COURT
Mrs. Van Duinen allegedshe was
losses, totaling $47,047.Other de- advantage of the department data.
their arrest. Two otner men are swiftly through the water, though will hold its
ernoon.
A judgment of $225 was given creasesreportedare: Domestic mis1525 to tare for Mrs. Van’t
— o
said to be associatedin the selling, dead. I .arson rowed hard and year
Tduring the latter’s last ill- in circuit court to Glenn S. Boutell, sion boards, $6,685; church buiidSix white rats were shot today
John R. Dethmers, prosecuting and the boys held here have ad- caught the duck, to discovera 15- church,
this was $425 less than against Cornelius Kuite of Holland
behind the dty hall, Grand Haven. attorney,returned to h*s offir«
nvtted being with them but were inch NorthernPike on the duck’s be
ve received. The First for damages received in an acciWhere this specie came from is a Grand Haven after sever:.! d-iys no party in the aale. Further action foot. Both duck and fish were read.
rmed Church of Zee- dent, when Boutell was knocked off
mystery amrod dty hall head- confinement to his home, at Zee- will wait upon the arrest of the served that night at the
i as this organi- his bicycleby the defendant.
$228.
quarters.
other two, said the state officers.
land, with illness.

DIEKEMA,

The Franklin

Insurance Company

W.
Olive,
Harry Kramer,

-

action.”
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THE HOLLAND CITY

nose, had a black eye and a third HAMILTON JUDGE GETS HOLLAND TURKEY THIEF
of his ear, was bitten off. They
took a revolver from his pocket
Te the Taxpayers of Holland
which the family claim the older
Lewis Lohman, 33, of Holland,
Towwkip
The Chicago Stadium corpora- man had brandished before them,
JOHN EILANDER,
Christmas stock! nfi will not
was
sentenced to jail for 10 days
Gerrit J. Kiekintveldt,188 East grace state-owned forest trees this
tion, acting
ig for Gov. Emmerson’s threatening their lives. Maggiorie
Holland Twp. Treaa.
and
ordered
to pay a fine and costs
9th
street,
has
been
granted
a
unemployment
relief
fund
commityear,
if
the
example
being
set
by
The
X.
L.
Class
of
Third
Reformclaims
he
attacked
his
father
to
del wiU be at the Holland City
R. F. D. No. 8
building permit for the erection of the conservation departmenta of ed church enjoyed a Christmas tee, today wired an offer of $200,- fend the family. A shotgun and totaling $46 after he had pleaded
SUte Bank evei7^TW8d^JVed|
9MA7t »
a garage.
Michigan, Wisconsin and New York party Friday evening at the home 000 to Joe Jacobs, manager of the rifle were also found among the guilty upon arraignment before
and Saturday, and at the
mean anything, comments a bulle- of Mr. and Mrs. Phi Heyboer. A heavyweightchampion,Max Sch- older man’s effects.As he Ts an Justice H. A. Brower of Hamilton
Zeeland State Bank eresrv Thun- FOR SALE— Bicycle cheap if takMr .and Mrs. J. Phillipshave tin of the American Game Asso- program was given after which meling, for the latter to meet Mick- alien he has no right to firearms, ea a charge of stealing turkeys. He
and at my home each Friday en at once. 514 Central Avenue.
moved from 42 East Twenty-first ciation.
refresh menty were served to about ey Walker in a title bout for char- the officers stated.The discussion was arrested by Sheriff Guy Teed.
With the growth of reforestationforty guests present. Mrs. H. ity in February or March.
street to a residence at 154 Eaat
arose over household expenses.Mlsand the increase in popularity of J. Boone assisted the hostess. Prof. The bout would be promoted by tretta is a widower with two chilEighth street.
»
* « .* ;r; 4 > 4
>:
>:
^ *
<
the
stadium
corporation
for
the
reforests as businessand recreational A. E. Lamptn is teacher <rf the
dren. Mrs. Maggiorie is his daughlief fund committee and George ter and she, witn her husband and
Gordon Van Ark, student at Co- ventures, those states have issued class.
Gets, co-promoter witn
Getz,
with Tex
rex Kickard
Rickard children, live together.
lumbia University,is spending the orders for strict enforcementof
Christmas vacation at his home in new regulationsagainst Christmas The annual meeting of the of the Dempsey-Tunney spectacle
During the scrap Maggioriegot
in 1927 at Soldier Field, asked the
tree vandalism along roads and
Holland.
Young men’s Bible Claaa was held stadium corporation to work with his thumb in the father-in-law’s Highest prices paid. Lone
highways. The Yuletide demand for
recently at the home of the teacher,
mouth ana inis memoer was badly
first house north of
William Bakkcr, student at Wes- foung evergreens has furnishedthe Dick Boter, on East 24th St The him in attempting to bring the bout
bitten while the bitten man rained
to
Chicago.
ncentive
for
extensive
tree
“boottern Thtological Seminary is
East Shore Garage on east
newly elected offleera are Harry
Getz left for Springfieldto dis- blows on the head of the older man.
spending the holidays at his home legging” activities.Large areas ad- Weaver, president; Fred Zeerip,
cuss ways and means of raising Officer Lawrence De Witt, former- side of road.
joining
highways
have
been
stripin Iowa.
ped bare of young trees by “tree vice president; George Eilander, money quickly for unemployment ly of Holland, played a prominent
66F3.2
secretary; David Oosterbaan,as relief and was expected to ask the part in
the brawlers.
in arresting
arresung me
orawiers.
L. P. Brink, missionary in New pirates," travelingat night in large sistant secretary; Peter Niehhuis,
When
hen arraigned before judge
Saugatuck, Mich.
Illinois legislatureto amend the
trucks.
Mexico, who has been in Holland
nfstant state boxing law to permit 15- BnrrL
r, Joe Mistretta pleaded guilty
The new provisionsrequire that treasurer; Bertal Slagh, assistant
several months for his health, has
Call evenings.
arrying an
an unregistered gun
Christmas tree dealers be licensed. treasurer; John Rozeboom. librar- round championshipbouts. Should to carrying
purchased n residence at 88 East
and
was
fined
$10
and
cost,
$6.00,
ian;
A1
Bowman,
assistant
librarhe
be
successful
in
this,
one
serious
All individualsare being urged to
H. Michels, Route 8,
24th street.
objectionby Schmeling to fighting and 60 days in jail, but this part
obtain their trees in legitimate ian.
Holland, Mich.
markets or secure them in the
A male chorus, consistingof 25 in Illinoiswould be eliminated.of the punishmentwas suspended.
Mrs. Nettie May Harris,aged 71 country only after first consulting members of the claaa, rendered sev- Schmeling is opposed to defending
year*, died Thursday evening at the owner of the land.
eral selections.They were accom- Us title in bouts shorter than 15
the home of her father, C. H. Hor— o
panied by Mias Marian Luidenah. rounds.
ton, of Jamestown Township,Ot- ZEELAND CHURCH MAKES
Lewis said prices would be scaled
Short talks were given by the newtawa county. The deceased is surGOOD SHOWING DESPITE ly elected officers and * solo was from $5 to $25 tops, which would
vived by her father,3 nephews,
GENERAL DEPRESSION sung by John Ter Vree. Delicious produce a gate of around $325,000.
Harold D. Horton of Jamestown
refreshments were served by the
The annual congregationalmeet- class after which the class presenttownship, and Elvery and Arlos
George Getz, the Chicago phil-V".
Horton of Grand Rapids. Funeral ing of Second Reformed Church of ed Mr. and Mrs. Boter with a read- anthropist, who is owner sf the
sen-iceswere held Saturday after- Zeeland was held on Monday eve
Getz farm near Holland, besides
JL5I
ing lamp.
noon at 2 o’clockat the residence ning, with a goodly number in atother valuable Michigan property,
and burial took place in Hanley tendance.
appears to have about cine
cinched
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dick
Kiienjans
of
The annual report was presented
cemetery.
Miax Schmeling-Mickey Walker
Allendale
entertained
with
a
misby the treasurershowing the dpu
heavy - weight champion contest
As the next regular date for the to be in a healthy financial condi- cellaneousshower at their home on for Chicago, although Miami proclass in Principlesof Scoutmaster- tion and a commendable showing Thursday evening in honor of Mr. moters are bidding for the fight.
ship composed of leaders of Otta- was made in gifts in spite of the and Mr*. Benjamin Velthub, who The Chicago fight will be for charwere married recently. Mrs. Velt- ity, if arranged, which means that
wa and Allegan counties falls on depression.
huis
was. formerly Misa Jennie the boxers will receive the lion’s
The
election
of
elders
and
deaNew Year’s Eve, the session will
be postponeduntil Thursday ev- cons resultedas follows:C. J. Den Wierda. A social evening was en- share of the purse but that the proHerder, P. T. Moerdyk and B. Roe- joyed and refreshments were
ening, January 7, Peter H. Norg,
fits, if any, will go to charity. Getz
tastes as good as ChristOur Hero is Stumped .
Scout executive announced.To lofs were elected elders in the place served.
put over the Dempsey-Tunneyfight
of Peter DePree, J. H. DePree and
avoid
delay
the
following
class will
at
Soldier’s
field
and
generally
finmas dinner—
all
that! But
saA Van Dyke whose terms of
meet January 14.
Doesn't Know What to
The annual Christmas party of ishes anything he starts. Dickeroffice had expired.
even this special
tastes better if
A. C. Van den Bosch was re- the Royal Neighborswas held on son in Grand Rapids Herald.
o
The local fire department was elected as deacon, while G. Heuvel- Thusday night in the hall above
Get Her!
its prepared on a range that helps, not
called out Thursdayevening to the horst and John Tuesink were elect- Keefer’arestaurant. A short busi- GRAND HAVEN LIGHT
DEPARTMENT INCOME
residence of Peter Mulder, comer of ed to fill vacancies caused by the ness meeting was held after which
hinders, expert
your
SHOWS SLIGHT DECLINE
Twenty-Eighthstreet and Michi- retirementof John Donia and John cards were played. Head prizes
I I I I I II I II I I I I I I I I M M I I I I M I I I I I I
wife—
rather, don’t
were awarded to Mrs. Anna Zietgan Avenue, where fire had started Haan.
The audit of the light department
in the hay in the barn loft. Two
This church has again completed low and Bob Smith. Delicious reask her, but surprise her
new,
loads of hay and straw had been a very successfulyear, financially freshments were served after at Grand Haven showed a total
operatingrevenue for the year
placed in the building the day be- as well as spiritually.Although which the remainder of the evening
gas range—
gift
Then He Has
ending Sept. 30, 1931, of $198,056.fore. The firemen fought the blare they have felt the depression the was spent in dancing. About 45
87 against $213,207.40the year bethat shows real consideration
your
for one and a half hours before same as all others, their contribu- members and friendswere present.
fore. A decrease in the use of
an Inspiration
.
they were able to extinguish it. tions toward benevolences and to
part.
power was revealed although lightLittle damage was done to the missions have not sufferedgreatly,
Mrs. A. C. Roos entertained the ng consumption has increased.Net
barn, with water and fire loss con- but still approaches a sum equal to members of the Friendly Corner
operating revenue was $99,511.94
that of former years.
fined to the hay.
Class of Trinity Reformed church against $101,231.24for 1930.
may not
the old stove’s
Contributions for the general
Thursdayevening at her home, 76
The saving in the amount spent
Andrew Regnerus, 32, and Stev- church budget were $7,612,82, and West Eighteenth St. Following a for fuel through use of the diesel
out of date, but she
She
those for benevolences were $6,en Banburg, 28, were arrested by
short business meeting
social engii
ne proved large. The plant
She'd Rather
418.97, a grand total of $14,031.79.
of
local police Wednesday evening on
Of the general fund contribu- hour was enjoyed featured by a paid school taxes of $8,814.57this
charges of intoxicationand disorChristmas grab bag. Prizes were year and $9,328.12 last year.
Control
save her
she
tions the congregation contributed
Buy the Other Things
derly conduct. They were arraignwon by Mrs. Nelson A. Miles and
The net income of the plant for
$6,078.81, the Sunday school $538,ed before Justice Elbem Parsons 37, Ladies’ Aid $487.46, Young Mrs. A Jacobusse.
the fiscal year was $47,127.19
the kitchen comfort
InsulaHerself— But She PreThursday afternoon and were each Men’s Bible Class $300.35,and the
against $49,943.84the year before,
ted range
bring
too
a
decrease of $2,816.84. The infined $10 and costs of $4.15.
About
150
members
of
the
Star
balance by various oth4r organifers Flowers from
come, however, was cut into heavily
of Bethlehem, Chapter No. 40, O.
zations.
these things,
will be
by payment for the new equipment.
Sparks from a chimney starteda
The pledges paid for missions E. S., and their familiesenjoyed a
The light department balance
I I I I I M I I I I I I II I I I I I II I | I | | | | | | |
|
| | | | 1
, ,
fire at About 1:30 o’clock Friday and benevolences totaled $2,742.74
pleased to tell
everything about
rea old fashioned Christmas dinafternoon on the roof of the resi- and the Sunday School contributed ner in the1 Masonic Temple Thurs- sheet shows fixed properties of
costs and installation as well if you'll
dence of Bert Gebben, 55 East Sev- $1,600.30 for the same purpose, day evening. The tables were plac- $1,025,321.39and current assets of
enteenth street. Little damage while other organizationsbrought ed in the form of a star with light- $57,454.95.Total assets are listed
drop in.
at $1,092,155.71.Total liabilities
was done.
up the balance.
ed Christmas tree in the center. were figured at $105,028.41, which
The church has a membership of Mrs. Goldie Fox, worthy matron,
represent the balance due on the
Inspectionsof Sea Scout Units in 188 families and 476 confirmed
welcomed the guests, after which
Ottawa and Allegan counties are members. Four have died during the following program was given: $225,000 diesel expansion. Reserve
for depreciationis set at $300,424.to be made before the end of De- the year and thirteeninfants were
Several elections on the musical
0
cember in preparation for award- 38.
rotn.
saw, accordionand piano were giv- AUDIT OF OTTAWA
in
o
ing the councilflagship at the anen by Jerry Gaillard,Louis MulBOOKS
IS BEGUN
nual area Scout meeting to be held
OAKLAND CHURCH HAS
der, and B. Walters. “Christmas
Tuesday,January 12, in Zeeland,
A GOOD YEAR
Bells,” a recitationwas given by
The state auditorswere starting
Peter H. Norg, scout executive anRobert Morris, Katherine Simpson the annual county audit in the
nounced.
The Oakland Chr. Ref. Church gave a reading on Santa Cbus and county treasurer'soffice today. U.
whose
fiscal year has just closed, John White also gave a recitation. S. Acker of Kalamazoo and H. W.
Mre. Ray Johnson and children
Phone 2652
made a very creditable financial SeveralChristmas carols were sung Miller of Lansing were the officials
left Saturday for Boston, Mass., to
in charge.
standing in spite of the depression by the Rainbow Girls.
join her husband, who has been
John H. Den Herder, county East 16th Street
Mrs. W. Helmboldwas in charge
and the fact that this church orHolland, Mich.
transferred from the Buffalo
ganization is made up of rural res- of the supper and Miss Mame treasurer,said bonds for collection
branch of the Holland Furnace Co.
idents, nearly all of them being Ewald took charge of the decora- tions to a Chamber of Commerce
Miss Alice Mansen, junior at
fanners.
tions. Santa Claus presented each or Board of Trade are deductible
Hope College, and her brother,
from gross income as a business
Their total contributionsfor the guest with a gift.
Theodore Mansen of Western The- year were $4,290.98, of which sum
expense, provided the membership
ological Seminary are spending a $3,435.40was contributedfor local
is employedas a means of advancMiss Lois Elaine Franks, daugh- ing business interestsof the indiChristma* vacation with their par- church budget, $346.57 for benevents in Middleburg, la.
olences, and $509.01 for special ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Franks of vidual or corporation.The deducmissionary purposes. In additionto Holland, and Alfred Heath, son of tion of contributions to special
The "V" Four of Grand Rapids the special missionarycontribu- Mr. and Mrs. Le Roy Heath of activitiesof Chambers of Comwill give a sacred program in the tions the salary of Missionary J. Mac&tawa Park, were united in merce (aside from regular dues)
Central Avenue Christian Reform- C. De Kome of China is paid from marriage last week Wednesday ev- has been for the most part refused
ed Church on Christmas evening at the general church budget This ening at the home of the bride’s by the bureau, according to the
7:45 o’clock. The program will be year’s total contributionsare some- parents. Rev. F. J. Van Dyk, pas- report”
«
, 4
4-4 4
; 4 - >; 4-* >; 4-4 >; *>; 4-4 ;-*
£ «
HOLLAND CHAMBER
Christmas Tree Lighting Sets. 8 colored
composed of marimba and accor- what below those of one year ago, tor of Central Park Reformed
OF COMMERCE.
dion selections.
but show a noticeableincrease for church, performed the ceremony in
59c and up
Charles Gross, Sec.
missions and benevolences,the re- the presence of a large group of

from 9 oclook until

Expire* Dec. 5

4 o'clock

from

Dec. 10, 1931 until Jan. 9, 1932, to
collect taxes for Holland Township.

‘
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George Getz Seeks
Championship Bout

Do Not Hang Stockings
On State Forest Trees

&Z8X*

*

RAW FURS WANTED

Let this Christmas Dinner Start a

Oak,

PHONE

New Era

m

-

—

5
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m
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INSPIRATION

Nothing

.

we

know

-

meal

cookery.

-

Ask

she knows. Or

o^sr

with a
a Christmas

modern

And

on

.

.

know

You

does.
knows
how many hours
watching Oven
Heat
would
—
knows
an
would
her. We
know
and we

a

m

MORAL

I

YOU/
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I
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SAY If WITH

P:

-

Start a new era of easier,

-

your

better cooking

-

-

wife’s kitchen this

Shady Lawn Florists

Christmas!

Michigan Gas and

tmmmw

lectric Co.

Christmas Gifts of

Hardware

Your Servant Day and Night

.

>;

•

M

Home

The holidayseason brings many money needs.

Wo

can help you with your Christmas expenses by lending up to $300 to you. You get the money promptly,
and the repayment terms can be arranged to suit your
convenience.Your dealingswith us are as confidential and business-like as a transactionat a bank.
Your own signature and security are all we require—
and the security remains in your own possession.We
make no inquiries of your employer, or those with
whom you deal. No worthy person is ever refused a
loan for any worthy purpose. Get the particulars on
eur Payment Plans.

- -

weather
Tinker

A

the
$1.69 and up

to stand

- -

Toys always amusing and

live,

big line of other toys

instruc*

per set 68c

25c and up.

Erector Sets 95c and up.
Pocket Knives, finely finished.

Any boy would be happy
Special—

A

steel,

to

lot of finest quality

own one, 25c

Winchester

made of highest grade

pocket knives

regular price $1.25 to $2.00, our

price now, while they
Air guns 90c to $4.75,

all

Velocipedes with ballon

We have the

last,

only

59c

the boys want them.

•

tires

$2.89 and

largest variety

and

up

the

lowest prices in the city.

*

Bicyclesfor large and small

models

test

Eaton & Eaton
Rn*

* -

lights

Outdoor Lighting Sets, made

The following who attend school daction appearing in the local bud- friends and relatives. The bride
out-of-town- ar* spending their get.
wore a beautiful gown of pale Grand Haven
o
holiday vacation at their respective
greep and carried a shower bouquet
Is a Veritable Arsenal
NOMINATIONS MADE BY
homes here: Miss Helen De Young,
of American Beauty roses. Mrs.
DRENTHE
CHURCH
Miss Evelyn Mulder, Miss Georgia
Hubert Boudreau, matron of honor,
Deters and Miss Edith Cook, all
was attired in a lovely evening Joe Mistretta,52 years old, and
The Drenthe ChristianReformed gown and carried a bouquet of pink his son-in-law,John Maggiorie, 29
students at Western State Teachers College, Kalamazoo; Earl Church has placed in nomination as and white carnations. The groom years old, both living at Grand
Slagh, Marine Boshka, Russell candidatesfor the election of elders was attended by Mr. Boudreau. Haven, are being held in the county
Kamper, and Charles Verburg, stu- and deacons, to be voted on at the Following the ceremony the guests jail pending court action following a fight at the home at 8:30 p.m.
dents at University of Michigan; regular annual congregational were entertained by members of
meeting, the following members the V. F. W. minstrel show, of Wednesday night, when the officers
Bernard Arendshorst, student at
from the sheriff’s departmentand
Harvard University; Morris Col- Elders, J. Klomp, J. Kruidrof, H. which the fathers of the couple are city were called to separatethe two.
R. Mast. J. Nyenhuis, J. Timmer members. A delicious luncheon was
lins and Caesar Kalman, students
Mistrettawas taken to Hatton hosand J. Van Rhee; deacons, G. De
at Notre Dame; Miss Winona Petserved after the entertainment. ital where he remained over night.
Kleine, A. Kickover, A. H. Lanirson, student at Michigan State
Mr. and Mrs. Heath were recip- He had a badly lacerated ear and
College; and Miss Virginia Boone,
ients of beautifuland useful gifts.
The Spanish War Veterans and
who attends the Moody Bible InAuxiliary will have a Christmas
stitute at Chicago.
party Wednesday evening, December 23. in the G. A. R. room of the
City Hall.

boys. The

la-

$25.00 to $30.00

Coaster Wagons, full size heavy gauge, steel

- «

roller bearing, nicely finished, S3 45.

Others

201-2 PEOPLES BANK BLDG.
Doll

* -

Cabs

$1.00

up

$2.49

up

Northland Toboggans give the real sport.
6

Buy Him or Her

FLOWERS

a Musical

Instrument For Christmas

The Door

Me Help You

One That Your Boy
Best Adapted to.

Select the

or Girl if

Swings open to thoae born under a lucky star. When little
Tommy was told to run and tell
his papa that dinner was almost
ready, he informed his mother
that Pop had just gone over to the
drug store to get some of those
comfort new dyspepsia tablets so he’d be
on the sale aide.
You'll be

on the

IT

BRANDT,

of Various

Makes!

Instrumental Instructor

sale aide

if

you will order your atorm sash
and doors now. Our modest
prices are particular

New and Used Instruments

indudve

to

economy, they are lower now
than they have been for years.
Order now to protect your health
and save money on your

Child is Poor Without

a

A

.

flow-

jfcASjS:

8

ft.

quality, “Strands” or

$8.50

.

“Lunds”

ers convey your
Christmas Greetings

with tender

senti-

ment.

Place your
ordera now for Yule
delivery.

Ebelink’s Flower

85c. 5

ft.

ft. $1.35,

We

6

ft. $1.89,

fast -

7

ft.

$2.18

89c. and

Phone 9496

At*.

hit _

River

Are.

Opp. P. O.

up

also carry the Flexible Flyer Sleds.

i

M»M$
a— PU

ilmiwri — a

Waffle Irons, Percolators,Eggsters, Radios
test

and Washing Machines, all the

la-

goods at the lowest prices.

Birds cages and stands complete at $3.35 and

Knoll

Plumbing

and Heating
Phone 4225

Holland, Michigjn

up

Pyrex and earthen ware,
waterless cookers, everything for the
kitchen at a saving. Tea sets in Lus*
ter Ware at
$3.25 and up

Cooking ware

in

-

-

fuel bill.

Blxtwflth ud ClefeUnd

rko»

$6.95

Electric goods of all kinds, Stoves, Toasters,

What gift could b« more uniqoa,
more appreciatedthan a Healtb-OMeterr Bathroom
Bsthroc Scale!
When you giveaHealth-O-Meter
you are indirectlygiving better
health to all the family, for they
will quickly cultivate the habit of
“weighing daily.”
Their appreciation will not be far
a day but for every day. year after:
year, as the Health-O-Meter gives,
accurate and trouble-freeasmeej
for many yean to come.
Thf P.pahr
Dtlmm,

Qinn
ouup

'

ft.

Steering sleds, strong and

handsome plant

or beautiful cut

Holland

Musical Training”

4

Loveliest
Of Gifts

tfSipplyCo.
:

7

walnut finish, pine and maple.

BAND AND ORCHESTRA
-Studio 260 E. 14th St.,

Skis. Highest

Opportunity

for
ANY BABY
fa

Let

To

$6.00

It.

HIES HARDWARE GO.

NS

»r"
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with the family and that part

Kronemeyer. The cruel landlordin of Martha haa been
name is Steve Lun- ber of time* by
lainess ia the wealthy bachelor’* dy, ia George Good. The butler In mous American actrtM. Thii play
sister, Mra. Allen Sherman, who the wealthy home will be played by is full of laugh* and food
will be Jean Rottachaefer.Her hus- Ray Souter.
sense. Misa Lindsley assures the
band, Mr. Allen Sherman, the vilPractice on the piny will ntart achool the drama will be one all will
lain in the play, will be Austin nfter Christman vacation. The role love.
taken by Helena Yiascher. The

is

Mm

the play whose

vll-

Ini
Fiction

A

WHEN

.

.

.

and Sets

from such eminent Perfumers as

Houbigants

Coty
Boyers >

Gift available.

Yardley

1.

Hudnuts

Be sure

to visit the

Our Slock

W

33-38

8th

Complete

St.
is

Dr.

We Forget”

Bethlehem In

Holland, Mich.

The Holy Land
WAS
UNDER ROMAN RULE WHEN

CHRIST’S BIRTHPLACE

}

By

Dr. A. J.

Brower

Story Book— By Wallace

Ann

in

Wadsworth

Cookie Land— Johnny Gruelle

The Pickaninny Twins— Lucy Fitch Perkens
Gold— By Charles W.
Pirates In Oz— Ruth Plumly Thompson

DUCTIBLE FROM INCOME TAX

8.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue
app
pearing in Cumulative Bulletin
No. 2, page 105, make* this statement: "Membership fees or dues
paid by individualsand corpora-

10.

Overisel and Fillmore. A hag of
mail would be made up at Allegan. \
In it would be put all the mail for
Rabbit River village(now Hami!-|
ton), Overisel,Fillmore, and Holland. When the driver of the stage
came to the post office of Rabbit
River village, located at Purdy
Lake, he would hand to the postmaster, J. W. Purdy, the bag of
mail. He would take out what mail
Dr. A. J. BROWER)
belonged to the people of this comthe Jordan and of the Hermonites.’’ munity, put the rest back into the
Mount Tabor is not nearly as big bag and send it on to Overisel,
as Hermon. It is less than 2000 where the post master would go
feet above the Mediterranean, and through the same operation. And
not more than about 6 miles from so on to the end of the route.
Nazareth, hence we had a good
view of this mountain. It seemed to
Iji Verne Vandor Hill, studentat
be a nice smooth rounded hill much
New Brunswick, conducted the evlike a dome.
This is the traditional mountain cning serviceat Fourth Reformed
of Christ's transfiguration. St. Mat- church Sunday.
thew 17, “And after six days, Jesus
taketh Peter, James, and John his
brother, and bringeth them up into
aa high mountain apart, and was Senior Play Cast
transfiguredbefore them; and his
by
face did shine as the sun and his

.

4.

7.

DE.

a

Monday— By

Dixie

Coyle

Wilson

.

,

A Boy With Edison— William A. Sirflonds
Abe Lincoln Kentucky Boy— Raymond Warren

9. Bobbsey Twins at Spruce Lake— Laura Lee

The

11. Ruth

Jacob lllg, the first stage driver, I |k
also carried the mail from Allegan1 .W
to Holland by the way of Hamilton,j ’Jf;

JESUS LIVED

Travel

.

.

.

Once Upon

5-

MEMRERSHIP DUES ARE

Brower At

. . .

3.

6.

‘The Model’ ’ Drug Store

*

We recommend:

The Modern

2. Raggedy

etc.

“Lest

Adventure

evenings are long
.

Salts

*

when cares weigh heavily on one’s mind
. what contentment there is to “get lost’’
in the pages of some interesting Book. No finer Christmas

Exotic Perfumes. Fragrant Toilet Waters. Compacts. Face Powders. Bath

*

Books

Gift
TOILETRIES:

......

12. Bob

Flying Windmill— E. L.

Darrow in

A

the Air

Hope

Adams

Derby— By Mildred

A.

Wirt

Girl Detective— By Carol Norten

Special Books for Children!

p
&

i

and Useful I

Artistic

I
I

Gifts

I
—For

J

CHRISTMAS

From the Sea of

Galliiee we
drove through new and absorbing
scenes to an upland mountainrimmed plain in which nestlesthe
city of Nazareth, about 1000 feet
above sea level. It is set on a slope
and encircled by hills all around
the town, placed in a howl. The
population i& around 6000.
We are now about 70 miles north

of Jerusalem and the Shore* of
Galilee and Tiberias are about 17
miles to the north of this place.
This town appeared a little more
prosperous than mast cities of Palestine. Houses were mostly made of
lime-stone. Several orchards of
olive, fig and cypress trees and
vineyards,round about.
There are two places in Nazareth
of which we may be quite sure that

our Lord must have spent much
time during his childhooddays. The
one is the Fountain, called Mary’s

—

very—

at

Well. It is situated on the border
of the town, and which has been
its unfailing source of water sup-

I

Prices }

Reasonable

D.

J.

SAAR

Du

1
m

Kodaks and Kodak
Finishing

10 East 8th St.

-

HOLLAND,

We

Will

MICHIGAN

1

Make

Loans

First Mortgage
Believing them to be one of the

SAFEST and

SOUNDEST INVESTMENTS, the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company—

the largest in the

— has appointed the FIRST STATE
BANK to make FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
world

for

them.

We

on

can loan from

Two Thousand Dollars up

MODERN HOMES NOT OVER

10

YEARS OLD, LOCATED ON PAVED
STREETS WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
Appraisals
the

made by the

FIRST STATE

Directors of

BANK OF

HOLLAND. MICH.
COME

IN

AND

SEE

First State
!/'

US

Bank

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Member Federal Reserve System

The Oldest and Largest State Bank in
Ottawa County

Chosen

cast.

supply of water in earthen vessels
tion of supremacy of Jehovah or
The class of 1932 will present a
on their heads or shoulders,a custhe priests of Baal. Our guides comedy of most optimisticphilostom that has been in vogue for would point out all these interesting
centuries. No doubt in my mind, the
places to us, otherwise we would ophy, entitled "Martha-by-thepicture 1 saw was a true likeness
not know much of what came into Day" by Julia Lippman, well known
of Mary’s day. Then to see the our range of vision as we went
writer of the “Martha" stories.
camels and donkeys come to drink
about from place to place.
This play is similar to those which
anti to carry water away in water
A church is built over what is
bottles or leatherbags was a real
have been presented here before;
called the home of Joseph the Cartreat by itself.
penter, his wife Mary with their e. g., “Peg O’ My Heart," “Daddy
The source of the water supply Son. As we saw- it, it was a oneLong lyegs,’ “Pollyanna," and
is a spring which bubbles up at
roomed cave with no windows. Cansome distance up the hill. Even to dles came handy at that time, and “Merely Mary Ann."
this day, this is, and has always
Margaret Van Raalte will play
they are often mentioned in the
been the only real source of water
Bible. In so very many places of the title role of Martha, a middlefor this city. This fountain is a
interest with historical connections
popular spot, a gathering place, we always had to resort to can- aged woman with an optimistic
the center of social life in Naza- dles for light, as most of these philosophyof life. The heroinefor
reth.
whom all things turp out rosy and
places were in excavations.
The ridge back of the city which
Just 5 miles from Nazarethwe who marries the wealthy bachelor,
rises about 500 feet above it, is the
come to Cana of Galilee, the place is Barbara Evans; the hero,
other place, we can be quite sure
where Jesus wrought His first Mirwealthy biudness man, is John Iceof, was there, at Christ’s time. Peracle. Turning water into wine. Also
haps it was from this brow that the here he received the Nobleman, land. Sam Slowson, the husband of
people wanted to cast Jesus. Luke
with such great faith, of Caperna- Martha, will be Baxter McLean.
5:28 and 29. “And all they in the
um, and his son was healed by Their two childrenCora and Fran*
synagogue when they heard these word.
things, were filled with wrath.’’
Here we saw the Horns of Hat- cic will be played by Vera Damstra
“And rose up, and thrust him out ten. Tradition tells us that this is and Clara Witteveen, respectively.
of the city, and led him unto the
the Mount of the Beatitudes.Mat- Amy Pelham will he portrayed by
brow of the hill whereon their city thew 5 verse 1. "And seeing the
Harriet De Neff.
was built, that they might cast him
multitudeshe went up into a moundown headlong."
Sam’s mother, an old lady, live*
tain: and when he was set, his disBefore Jesus was bom, Joseph
ciples came unto him." "And he
and Mary lived here. The Roman opened his mouth and taught them
ruler, AugustusCaesar, ordered all
saying,”It is claimed that here
people to go to Bethlehem to be
he spoke the greatest of all sertaxed, and History tells us what
mons, the Sermon of the Mount, as
happenedto the Holy Virgin while recorded in St. Matthew 5 and 6.
she was there. Christ was bom.
Another article on the Holy Land
From there they fled to Egypt to
will follow in a few weeks.
save the child from being slain by
order of King Herod. In old Cairo
we were shown the place according SON OF REVOLUTION
to traditionwhere they were sePLAN FOR STATE CONcluded. A church is built over the
VENTION HERE
place. Later when Herod died the
Holy Family was divinely informed
The Holland Chapter, Sons of
that they could return to Palestine,
but when Joseph found that the son the Revolution,met Thursday evof Herod reigned in his father’s rning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
place, he feared to return to Beth- S. L. Henklc, 117 East Tenth St.

The Store

Men and

FRIS BOOK STORE
30

West 8th

St.

Holland, Mich.

We Appreciate
The Yandenberg-

Bros.

Oil Company of Holland, a

home owned

enterprise,

is

appreciative of the continued

patronage the firm has enjoyed thru their several service stations in

Holland and

vicinity.

Boys

Christmas Ggars

During the businea* session
lehem, but instead went back to
Nazarethwhere the Son grew up committees were named to arrange
and became known as the Naza- for the annual state convention
rene. Matthew 2 verse 13. “Behold, which is to be held here on Febru- [Fresh Stocks, Wrapped in Spethe angel of the Lord appeareth to ary 22nd. The committees named
cial Christmas Boxes]
Joseph, In a dream, saying, arise, were: Arrangements,G. R. Kraand take the ^oung child and his mer, Mr. Henkle and A. C. V. R. Buy Early While the Stocks
mother, and\flee into Egypt, and Gilmore. Program, B. M. Rayare Complete
be thou there until I bring thee mond, E. P. McLean and C. H. Me
word: for Herod will seek the
^
young child to destroy hid).’’MatMr. Volney R. Hungcrfordread
Hunting Clothes
thew 2 verse 19. “But when Herod an interesting paper on colonial
Leather High— Cuts
was dead, behold an angel of the roads.
Rubber High— Cuts
Lord appeareth in a dream to JoDr. G. W. VanVerst presided in
Hip Boots
seph in Egypt.’’ Verse 20. “Saying, the absence of the regent.
arise, and take the young child and
Skates

Bride. •

hi* mother, and go into the land of

—

0

'

GRAAF8CHAP

Toboggans

Israel for they are dead which
Skis
sought the young child’* life. Verse
Ski Poles
22. "But when he heard that Ar.Roger Earl, three-year-oldson
chelau* did reign in Judea in the of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Nyland,
Hockey Sticks
place of hi* father Herod, he was died Friday at the Jtome of his
Basket Balls
afraid to go thither, notwithstand- parents in Graafschap.The child
VoUey Balls
ing, "being wahied of God in a is survived by his parents and one
Soccer Balls
dream, he turned aside into the sister Dorothy. Funeral services
Foot Balls
narts of Galilee.” Verse 23. “And were held Saturday afternoon at 2
he came and dwelt in a city called o’clockfrom the home, with Rev.
Nazareth, that it might be fulfilled D. Zwier, pastor of Maple avenue
We are alwaya glad to have you
which was spoken of the Prophets, Christian Reformed Church, officHe shall be called a Nazarene.”
iating. Burial was jn Graafschap come in and look over our stock.
From this place three sacred cemetery.
mountains were pointed out to ns:
o
Hermon. Taber and Cannel.
Vaudie V. Yadenberg, student at
Mount Hermon is about 10,000 Culver MilitaryAcademy is spendfeet above sea level, and is snow
ing the Christmasvacation at the
capped all the year around. The
home
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
oroper source of the River

The gasoline and oil products handled by this company are always of high quality and the company endeavors

to

give the last

word

in service.
Hoping to continue to merit the
good will of their many patrons and
wishing Holland and vicinity the
greetings of the season, they remain
Yours for quality and service,

AND WHAT NOT

-

-

OLLIE’S

Jordan ™

SPORT SHOP

in'tara

Sw’^GiSum!'uTcJilM
H« was awarded an extra
by its overflow makes the Jordan, ’day of vacation for having one of
and so the Jordan the Dead Sea. the highest scholasticrecords.In
Paalm 42 verse 6. “Therefor will the cadet corps during the past
I remember thee from the land of three months.

Where
10

all

Spor'.zmcn

We*

*

Coach

raiment was white as the light.
ply from time immemorial.Here And behold, there appeared unto
Before Holidays
Jest
esus and His mother Mary must
them Moses and Elias, talking with
have drank or carriedwater from,
them. A bright cloud overshadowed
many a time. It was a great expe- them : and behold a voice out of the
The great question of the month
rience for me to stand here with
cloud, which said, This is my be- is about to be anmvered. The query
eyes to see and camera in hand loved Son in whom I am well pleasis, “What is the name of the Senand notice the native women and ed; hear ye him.”
ior play?” Miss Lindsley is today
maidens in such picturesqueBibliMount Carmel can be clearly seen
answering this question by a
cal attire congregate here to confrom here. It is near the sea coast.
verse, and fill or carry away their
,
On its top Elijah settled the ques- nouncing her

Giftsfor

[>

Eighth

<
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Vandenberg Bros. Oil Co.
Holland, Mich.

\
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NEWS

CITY

Jan. 6 and at Western Jan 7. Hol- 1920, when it was organised.
formed church at Grand Rapids,
Mr. and Mr* Jas. Kapenga, ir.,
land Public and Christian schools
Sunday,
ceebrated their flfty-second wedwill dose today and reopen Jan. 5.
Holland Chamber of Commerce
ding anniversary Friday evening
Charles Verburg, student at the at their home on the E. Sixteenth
has set Jan. 4 to 6 as the time for
The funeral of A. J. Knight, su- the annual primary for nomination University of Michigan won the St road. Mr. Kapenga is 75 years
HsDtod Commonity chest will
referee’s decision in the finals of a
while Mrs. Kapenga is 78 years
^m*d cheer in approximately 400 pervisor of Robinson township, was of five directors to succeed Dick novice boxing tournamentstaged old
of age. A short program was giv
Children in as many homes held Saturday. Knight, like our own Boter. J. A. Hoover, Frank Dyke, at Ann Arbor last wek. Verburg
en after which garnet were phyed
tod addition^ joy provided by dtizen and former supervisor, Andrew Klomparensand Isaac formerly was a student in Hope
and delicious refreshment*were
Chris Nibbelink, died suddenly of Kouw. Ed Westveer, Eugene Ripcollege. Edward Landwehr, son of served. Thoe? present' were Mr.
heart failure.He was always in- ley and Vaudie Vandenberg were
irO movement todKtrihutc toys.
A. H. Landwehr of the Holland and Mrs. Kapenga, Mr. and Mrs.
terested in township politicsand named the electioncommittee.A
held various offices during his lif$. central committee for the tulip- Furnace Co., was one of two fresh- Harm E. Nienhuia and family,Mr.
Sam Wise, who was ordered by He was not only interestedin local
men to win in the finals of a wrest- and Mr* Herman Kapenga and
timp festival in May was appointthe council to rase his buildingson
ling tournamentat the university. family, Mr. and Mrs., Albert Kappolitics but was said to be a great ed: Mrs. Arthur A. Visscher,"
Columbia ave., has waived all pro- student of national and world polenga and family and Mr. and Mr*
J. E. Telling, Mrs. John A. Vender*
tost and a frame store and dwelling
One of the boilers at the power James Kapenga, Jr., and family.
itics, being a highly intelligent veen, Arthur W. Wrieden, Mayor
will be dismantled. The buildings man, whose sterlingqualities as a
E. C. Brooks, John VanBragt, plant on Fifth street haa been rehave been declared as Are hazards.
citizen, as a neighbor and friend, George Dauchey, Chester VanTon- Itned. Work on another boiler at
Robert Smith of Grand Rapids,
the plant will be atarted near the arretted on a charge of stealinga
have long been recognized among geren and Gertrude Steketee.
ii Hope col
first of January.The coat of lining ihotgun from Henry Bilderbeckof
and Western Theo- those with whom he came in condosed Friday tact. He was a directorand secrelogical
Prof. S. C. Nettinga, presidentof the two boilersand repairing the Valley townahip, Allegan county,
noon for
stmas recess. tary of the Ottawa County farm Western Theological
ogkal seminary,
se
con- stokers on the furnaces will coat waa arraigned in JusticeFidua E.
Clames at Hope will be resumed bureau, which office he held since ducted the services at Fairview Re- about 810,000, it ia said.
Fish’s court, Allegan, Saturday afternoon. He pleaded guilty and
Mra. Richard Vandenberg,aged waa sentenced to serve 80 days
lays in
63 yeara, paaaed away Saturday jail. Acel Martin of Jeniion, armorning at her home 4n Detroit. raigned in Justice Fish’s court on a
Mra. Vandenberg waa born near statutory charge, demanded an exHolland and lived here until 20 amination, which wag set for Jan.
yeara ago. The deceased is sur- 16. He gave |500 bond for his apvived by a stepfather, Warner Aofa pearance.
of Holland; three brother*,Bert
Siebelink and William Alofs of
Motions have been filed in circuit
Holland and John Siebelinkof E.
court at Grand Haven by counsel
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Handkerchief.

Men’s Lined

,

Gloves

Ia AttractiveBoxes are Gifts
Women Lofe to Receive!Only

Compare Ward’s

Price For
Equal Fur • Lined Leather!

25c

$1.00

Iton

off1 a
with

umber

these new color embroidered
cotton and lin-

leather,Black,

or brown
hades with

square*

en

newest stitched back. .. .

Mm’s Foe Unifiers All Wool Blankets

S

Amasing Wide Gift Selection
Priced far below actual Value

Last Year, Same Quality Sold

by the Thousands at $528

$4.48

$1.00

Famous
-

New

patterns
* plain colors
to meet every
idea of beauty.
Others, $U5.

ITS JEASV*

“Woolcreut”
66 x 80 inches,

weight 4 lbs.
Sateen bound
end*

Saugatuck; three sisters, Mr* W.
for the estate of Mary Vender
Kamhout of Grand Haven, Mra. Singel in its damage suit against
Herman Fredericks of Muskegon Joe Ripma, asking for a change of

.i

and Mrs. J. W. Alofa of Holland. venue and a new trial. A jury reFuneral aerviceawere held Tues- cently returned a verdict of “no
day afternoon at the home in De- cause for action.”

Wards

troit.

<r*M
%:

Good Cash
Position
The company has
been well managed and

has always maintained
*

How Much More

a

Joyful is the

good cash position.

It

has been able to pay out

Coining of Christmas

more than $8,000,000 in
claims during its sixteen

\ CHRISTMAS CLUB MEMBERS DON’T WORRY
ABOUT ^HOLIDAY BILLS-There

years of operation.

has the same

Aren’t Any!

and

It

assistants and has

agents in

The Christmas Club Check provides the

mas— no troublesome bills to come after.
For a Pay-as-You-Go Christmas Enroll

THE GIFT STORE FOR THE ENURE FAMILY

Mr* G. P. Wyngarden entertained severallittle guests at her home
Wednesday afternoon in honor of
her daughter, Jean Marie Wyngarden, who was celebratingher 8th
birthday anniveraary. Games were

played and refreshments were
served. The hostess was assisted
by Mrs. Jack Witteveen.Jean rereceivedmany pretty gifts.
Mrs. A. Van Ins was pleasantly
surprisedby a group of friends and
realtives at her home rural route 6
last week Wednesday evening, the
V* a! M
4Aal_ 1_* it -t occasion being her 60th birthday
anniveroery.Cards were played
throughout the evening aiid refreshments were served.

M

ra

-

PRAISE SAUGATUCK AND
DOUGLAS— “SLAMS” ALLEGAN COUNTY
Pointing out the direct benefit*

as this related to a community
with resort possibilities and especially those places
places where a resort

haa been
If

in

in case

of serious trouble.

No worry about money before Christ-

NOW

the

all parts of

state to give aid

extra cash for holiday needs.

Miss Marian Van Dam and Miss
Zwanetta Staging entertainedwith
a Christmas party Friday evening
at their home on East 20th Street
Games were played and prizes
were awarded to Miss Emma Hoek
and Miss Marguerite.Stegink. A
table luncheon was served to the
ten guests present.

officers

II

not insured, see

lo<

cal agent of the

our

fully established, the

Grand Rapids Press in an editorial
gives
ves praise to Saugatuck and
Dougl
Jas, but sendsi a dart toward
the Allegan
------county
nty 1Board of
nervisors.Under the caption,“No
Resort------Poverty,* the
“ Press says as

OCCASIONAL CHAIRS-the

CITIZENS’
Mutual

Peoples State Bank

Automobile

Insurance Company

Howell

HOLLAND, MICH.

Michigan

m

village of Saugatuck
comes the report that three baskets
of Thanksgiving food went begging

We

wish our neighbors and friends
in

Holland and

vicinity

I

A merry Cljristmas
and

___

_

J

PIECE BREAKFAST SUITES-

5

because no one could be found who
really needed help. Further report
states that in the community of
Saugatuck and Douglas tax delinquency is virtually negligible, while
in other sectionsof the state delinquency has run as high as thirty
to forty per cent in some instances.
“Even if these reports were exaggeratedthere is evidence that
they do not come far from the
troth. The significant fact is that
the life of this community, its well
being and its comparative prosperity are based very largely on the
resort industnr. And last summer
like many other summers was
profitable season for residents.
"In spite of this evidence of the
value of the tourist and resort busInes* the county which embraces
the Saugatuck-Douglas
----- --- area cut its
usual appropriationfor the Michigan Tourist and Resort association
SSn the budget Though acting
from me
the usually laudable ulun»o
motive
of economy,it has cut off the organization which has been the biggest single influence in building
resort prosperityin that county as
well as in western Michigan as a
whole.
“The county may be asked next
month to reconsider. With the Saugatuck - Douglas picture before
them it is difficultto imagine the
supervisorsdoing other than voting
support to the state’s biggest depression-defyingindustry.”

—

^ —

comfortable! Upholstered in Jacquard velour. Only ..............

follows:

1932 Christmas Club

gift

to the house itself! Beautiful and

“From the

I?

Cheek

Genuine cape

H

m

costs
leaded
before

,

t

Holland,
,10 days

Solid Oak. Stain

finish

...........

BRIDGE LAMPS —

important gifts for bridge lovers. Metal

bases;

Ac

parchment shades. Complete for

only

..........................

MIRRORS —

to liven dark corners.
Semi-Venetian style* with etched
floral design across the top. Real
values at ......................

TABLE LAMPS-a

gift for the

k

^ A^P1
9^79
$1.95. fA

family. Metal base. Parchment
Shades ................... .....
Others at

^

HARDWOOD CHAIR -

Walnut

finish. Sturdily built ............

----

UTILITY CABINETS— They keep order in the kitchen long after
Christmas. Enamel finish.A real,

A

practical gift. $7.95 value

END

........

^^F

-Walnut

TABLES

[Scallopededge.

A

useful gift ____

AT—"'

A imppy Nem Hear
immmm
Christmas Suggestion—

A 57 Varieties Shelf

Heinz Plum Pudding

Filled with the

Good

Cases

Toyland

Guaranteedto give a lot of
Satisfaction

ajoner, made by Commissioner
George Borck. A great many inquiriescome to the office, he says,
regarding the establishmentof
dams in county drains for the purpose of irrigation. They come from
every section of the county, show-

on

R e v e

r

UNLOADS

of popular col-

All

in.

For

Things Made by Heinz

Your Holiday Dinner

For Every Day Use

5 pc.

Toys

Luncheon Set

A

practicalgift that assures
a Happy Christmas! Bargain
at

$1.00

To make

this

All

Tub-fast embroidery. In

Toys

Now

y2 Price

gift box.

improvement

trimming.36x

Pa4

Made in Lovely Gift Colora
Adjusts to 8 Different C<

$249
Wool A rayon

Linen . Goth
5)4x54 ins. and
four Napkins.

and pass upon the necessityof the

ish cotton with
r o idery

e m b

Elec. Heating

Price

>

u.uimmiK* urain ana pumping tne
drainage where necessary for the
purpose of irrigation, the commissioner shall, as soon as practicable. proceed to examine tne drain

$1.09

42 in. In box.

1

Buys!

,

Heinz Mince Meat Pie

for the

Of smooth fin-

s ible

Mats in choice
ors: 21x36

Make AttractiveGifts

home! Very inexpensivetoo at

Christmas!

98c

ing the Question of such irrigation
is receivingthe attentionof farmers and gardeners.
The state provides for dams to
be built in drains and the removal
of the drainage when necessary by
the use of pumps and other mechanical operation*
It further provides that when,
upon the written petition of 50 per
«•* 41. _ J — ----

Boxed Pillow

Mats

:

interestingmodels, one a
bridge,the other a drain with irrigating gates, is on display at the
office of the couqty drain commis-

A New Year Suggestion-

Ward’s

Washable Bath

Two

i

Heinz Fig Pudding

Drain Models
FARMERS IN COUNTY INTERESTED IN DRAINAGE, REPORTS HERE SHOW

m

A

Makes Bridge and

cover as used
on $5 pads.

12x15 in. size.
Double thermostat

possib
_______
ible movable

vwvawaaa
vase drain
cam have
slave been
sections in the
via

H*J*Heinz Company
57 Varieties of

One

Pure Food Products

of 26 branch factoriea operated by

H.

J. Heinz

United States, England, Spain and Canada

Company

ia in

in

the

Holland.

iKrt ll

devised which can be removed when
drainage is necessary. One model
provides for a drain and dam upon
which a bridge is super-imposed,
making a three-way improvement
All those interestedin establishing such a dam can secure more
accurate knowledgeby applying
the county drain commissioner’s
office, where Mr. Borek will ,
swer any questions pertaining
the matter.

CRISP

:

ONTGOMERY WARD
STORE HOURS—

25-27 East Eighth Street - Phone 3188
Your Neighbor Savea Money

ms,
.v.--

__

_

—_

_ ki.

__

—

.

'--n.

Ct

8:30-5:30. Sat 8:30 to 9:30
-

Holland, Mich,

'

Miss Agnes Hiemstra desires _
correctionbe made of an erroneous
statementpublished in theM collumns concerning hen teaching in
the West Cripp School during Miss
Drew’s absence. She did not teach
m ebe wan not asked to do so.

I&i
•P*

&

at

Ward’*— Why Don’t Yon?

HOLLAM) CITY NEWS
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Odd-but

A

Council Plays

TRUE

Holland High School

Coaches, Casts

“Push” Your Laundry

Shaw

Nowi

an

«HklW

Our Way!

. Troubles
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*HWM

TWO itt

fMHOH

NNftfc.

ary

m

THOUGHT

When

are your lace curtains

and

lin-

ens more in evidence than during the
Holiday Reason? Have the Model Laundry clean and brighten them up for you
Special care

is

TRn'ihV

taken with delicate

s

m
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ti
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mm

fer. The two crooks, Millie the
Hawk played by Louis Dykema,
and Lucillethe maid, by Barbra
Evans, meet with many complications while trying to win the neck-

lace from the helplessinvalid.

tOBMEO OUT OiO
««OHK Mto mottos'

vmm

and

remarks, sympathetic scenes, hu- state recognition when he waa
to be found ^
mor, tense moments and highly placed on Remington’sAll-State
wlntergreen berries.
dramatic scenes. The proceeds of Second team, at East Lansing FrlAmong ths it
the plays will go for the senior an- day night, at the annual dinner
marsh habitat are
nual. The seniors will have charge there. Fred Jappinga, half-back,
sonian salmomai
of the ticket sale with Willard received honorable mention.
littletree frog
Westveer as chairman.
Five members of this year’i
their winter _
The mystery drama, “Two squad attended the banquet, KenCrooks and a Lady,” is being dl- neth Tysse, Warren Huesing, Wil- in contrast to this
desert garden cont
reeled by Miss Dorothy Smith. The mur Masselink,Fred Jappinga, and
varieties of cacti and
story is centered around the fam- Stuart Gross making the trip.
plants.
ous “Thirty-three,’’ necklace
to be portrayed by Jean Rottschae-

5

S5S
I"1’'

,

a

The play calls for some quick
and dramatic acting and the interest never lapses until the unex-

iH

Holland, Mich.

and hear mystery, witty

small ferns, ground

Bill Masselink,Holland’scaptain pine, and other club
center in football, received ding a touch of color]

owned by Mrs. Simms Vane, a part
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iMttH
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Model Laundry
93 East 8th
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in the high school auditor-

will see
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fine materials.
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ium. On this evening the audience
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spoke.

Commercial art classes are designing book jackets for ChristA recent addition
Three Dramatic Products mas. Fine arte daises are making
department is •
Being Prepared for
Xmas cards and envelopes. The ranged from material]
seventh and eighth classes are the students. It
New Year Staging
miking portfolios for their pads. aquarium in ths
Three pliya for the price of one! Miss Hsrtwig’shome room hss
stones and mosses
This is the slogan for the council elected a new governor and a new
Growing in ths
plays which are to be given Janu- bulletin reporter.
kinds of marsh

OF >
CMRVCTMKl fEOWM •

Our modern machinery and
“up-to-the-minute” methods
will make short work of them.
Your wash will be done spotlessly clean, ironed too if you

of tb«

Crowley, Coach at

Practice Daily

A CLMrt

fine

which Governor

pected ending arrives. Other
characters are Miw Jones, Olive
Wishmeier; the Inspector, Earl
Cook; and an officer, Fred Jap-

^

wich
st\HT(\
TO AMERICA H\s
REPLACED BY
RtlHOEETL

plnga.

m

Between the two plays there

is

no awkard pause nor long wait for
a change of scenery. Two children,

Marian TeRoller and Victor Notier,

•*

Get Your Christmas or New

use the time very cleverly by keeping a burglar, portrayed by John

XDIJVnVESR. 1

Holland Harbor
Is Discussed

Leland, from robbing their home,
from Grand Haven were preaent to
inform the Council the advantages
in a fifteen minute skit called "Nevto be gained by the City in affiliatFarmland Poaaibilitiea
ertheless.” Did you ever think
ing with this organiration. They
Before the days of synthetic feed- neverthelessto be a funny word?
explained that it was the purpose ing there nre vast areas to be
You’ll go into gales of laughter as
of the organizationto secure a paid tnpi»ed. Brazil- alone could suptraveling secretary with offices to port two-thirds of the present you see it acted out.
MAYOR AND CITY ATTORNEY be locatedin Detroit. The services world population, and Africa could The play "Cabbages,’’ directed
BELIEVE IN KEEPING IN
of this secretaryto be availableto fml many millions more than the
by Miss Evelyn Steketee,is a humTOUCH WITH NATIONthe members of the Association in presentInhabitants of the earth.
orous cartoon, and is in direct conAL RIVER AND HARassistingthem to work out their
trast to the former productions
BOR CONGRESS
harbor problems; and work as an
organizationin securing the neces- erty by resolution, but it could be Mr. and Mrs. Grossmeier, German
The Common Council met in reg- sary appropriationsfrom Congress done only after proper notice had farmers played by Stuart Gross
ular session Wednesday evening to take care of the needs of the been published, setting a date for a and Margret Van Raalte, have
and many nutters of importance variousharbors on the Great Lakes. hearing on the matter.
struck oil on their f&rm. Mrs.
were discusaed.
Both Mayor Brooks and City AtOn motion of AM. Kleis, 2nd by
Grossmeier ia set upon getting up
The matter of leasing the old torney McBride who have attended Jonkman,
in
aociety. When the Genealogy
hospital building now used as the harbor conventionsduring the past,
The matter was deferred until
Knickerbocker hall, located on 12th stated that from their observations the second meeting in January.
expert, Bill Combe, tells them of
street and Central avenue was they had come to the conclusion Communicationsfrom Boards and their family tree, everything doesagain brought up in behalf of the that the organizationknown as
City Officers
n't go so wdl. Other characters
Legion Auxiliary.The matter of the “National Rivers & Harbors
The
claims
approved
by
the
Li- are Mrs. Fischer, Vera Damstra;
investigatingthe city employee*’ Congrees'’ was the outstanding
wage reduction was also taken up. body m Waahington that carried brary Board In the sum of $367.48; Mr. Jenka, a reporter,Jim Boter
Mayor Brooks and Attorney C. H. considerableweight and wielded a Park and Cem. Board, $669.49;Po- Elizabeth, the maid, Gene Van KolMcBride, together with Major tremendouspolitical influence far lice and Fire Biard, $2,548.23; ken.
Me Bride, together with Major greaterthan that of any other body. Board of Public Works, $10,769.26;
were ordered certified to the CounGeorge L. Olaon of Grand
v»*«uu Haven
navei It was the contention of both the
cil for payment. (Said claims on
Harbor Board spoke before ths
Mayor anu
and city
City Attorneythat it
dermen on harbor matters, all of l would be a mistake to neglect at- file in Clerk'soffice, for public in- Council Plans for
spection.)
which will be fully given in the of- tending the conventions of the NaAllowed.
ncial
council
nrrv'A^.Imcr*
no
«*«<
.
It.:.
ficialcouncil proceedings compiled tional Congress, as was don* this
by City Clerk, Oscar Peterson.
year by a majority of cities in the
B. P. W. reported the collection
Great Lakes ‘District, and attend of $10,759.26;City Treasurer, $1,The council members in the latHolland, Mich., Dec. 16, 1931 only the meetings of the Great 826.34.
The Common Council met in reg- Lakes Harbor Ass’n. It was their
Acceptedand Treasurer ordered est session discussed the question
ular session and was called to or- recommendationthat a body such charged with the above amounts.
of distributing Christmas baskets.
der by the Mayor.
as the Great Lakes Harbor Ass’n
Cleric presented communication Herman Van Ark and Jean RottPresent: Mayor Brooks, Aids. should be supplementary to the Na- from the B. P. W. recommending
schaefer talked over the matter
Prina, Kleis, Woltman, Brieve,Hy- tional Congress and their member- that water mains be laid in Cenma, Habing, Steffens, Jonkman, ship should attend the meetings at tral Ave. from 6th to 3rd Sts. and with Mrs. Nelle Vander Meulen,
Huyser Thomson,Veltman, and the Washington in large numbers so in 4th and 3rd Sts., between Cen- atendance officer,who agreed that
clerk.
as to make their wants known to tral and River Aves. at an estimat- this was a fine undertaking. A
Minutes considered read and are the National body, which to a ed cost of $4420.00,subject to the committee of which Vera Damapproved.
large extent controlsthe appropri- approval of the Council.
stra is the chairman was appointDevotions were led by Aid. A. P. ations.
Approved.
ed to look after this matter.
Kleis, chapUin.
The request for membershipdues
Motions and Resolutions
It was agreed at the council
PetitoiM
tons and Accounts
in the Great Lakes Harbor Ass’n
On motion of Aid. Prine, 2nd by meeting that both council plays
J Clerk presented card of thanks which had previouslybeen referred Brieve,
from H. Churchfordand Mrs. M. to the Ways & Means committee
RESOLVED, That the City will be given after our Christmas
Gates for expressionsof sympathy was deferred pending a report from
Treasurer be instructedto waive vacation. Committees were apduring their recent bereavement.
this committee.
the interestfee on all taxes col- pointedto look after both the boyi
Accepted and filed.
Mayor Brooks presented a comClerk presented petition for a munication that ho had received lected up to and including Feb. 1, and the girls’ cloak rooma to see
1982.
street light on West 14th St in the from the Dept, of Forestry at East
that the studentskeep it orderly.
Carried.
middle of the block between Van Lansing, Michigan, recommending
The tire covers remaining after
It was brought out in this conRaalte and Harrison Ave.
that some publicitybe given the
the
drive in the first hour classes
nectionthat the percentage of tax
Referred to Lighting Committee. matter of having residents adjacdelinquency in Holland during the are to be disposed of by the comU Clerk presentedpetition from ent to the city that own wood lots,
past two years was less than in any mittee pushing the sales.
residenU in Holland and Fillmore permit the cutting of wood on
o
Townships requesting lower elec- shnriR by those needy families other* important city in the state
of Michigan.
SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
tric light and power rates to users who would he willing to secure
On motion of Aid. Kleis, 2nd by
of current in ssid townships.
their fuel in this way.
Prinn.
ESTATE TRANSFERS
Referred to Board of Public The matter was referred to the
RESOLVED, That the City Atty.
Works.
local papers for such publicity.
be in*™cted
instructedto
to draw
draw up
up a
a suitable
suitable
AM in
°r l A PTc.,ty- *"
Peter Van Eyck and wf. to Paul
Clerk presented petition for a
raarvIttfiAM
_ athe passing ofm
nidri reported on having at- resolution
deploring
Van Vulpen and wf. Part of lot 6,
street light on the corner of 26th tended .lie louau. meeting oi (06
Blk. A., City of Holland.
city
Street and Pine avenue.
National Rivers and Harbors ConReferredto the Lighting Com- gress at Washington. Mr. Kleis
Isaac Kouw & wf. to Jennie WillMayor Brooks vBiicu
called the
tiie au^natten- , -wisen et al, Part of the S. W. Frt'l
mittee.
states that he felt it necessary for
Reports of Standing Committees the city to be representedeach year tion of the. Council to the fact that «4 of Sec. 33, Twp. 6 N, R 16 W,
On motion of Aid. Brieve, 2nd by at this Congress and that he had this waa the test meeting in the Twp. of Port Sheldon.
jear 1931 and that early next year
Kleis,
Piter Pyl and wf. to Jacob Geeraseurance from Congressman
RESOLVED, that the State of Mapes that work on local harbor It would be necessary to draw up lings & wf. The Stt of NE«4 of SE
Michigan be requested to partici- and lakes for which appropriations the Annual Appropriation Bill for 14 Sec 1, Twp. N. 5 N, of R. No. 15
pate to the extent of 100 per cent had now been released, would be- next year. In this connection,the W, Twp. of Holland.
in the coat of maintenanceof the gin next summer or the following Mayor urged the Coucil members
Lake Shore Terrace Corp. to
to give this matter very serious
State Trunk Ums within the City year.
Lewis A. Geistert, Part of SW14 of
consideration.
The
Mayor
stated
of Holland, in accordance with the
NE14, Sec. 4-6-15, and SE fr1% of
Aid. Veltman,chairman of the
provisiona of Act No. 181, Public committee to whom was referred that due to the large number of un- NW fr’l 14, Sec. 4-6-16,Twp. of
employed, the Welfare fund waa
Acte of 1931, known as the “Dykthe recent request from the Amer- being feawn upon far greater than Pfirt Sheldon.
stra Law.
Thos. L. Gaddis and wf. to Mrs.
ican Legion and the American Le- had been anticipated,and that he
Carried.
gion Aux. that the city of Holland did not aee how the city could con- Gertrude J. Boer Stuart N% of SE
Committee on Claims and Ac- lease to these two organizations,
14 Sec. 26, T 6 N, R 16 W, Twp. of
counts reported having examined without charge, for a period of 60 tinue at the present rate, but that Port Sheldon.
there
wouM
of
necessity
have
to
claims in the sum of $5841.48 for
years, the old hospitalbuilding to
Daniel Van de Wege & wf. to
extra payrolls and $7781.67 for be used by them for a homo and be some let-up in the unemployment Jas. A. Brouwer Co., Lot 87 of B. L.
program soon after the first of the
regular claims, and recommended dub house, reported that he would
Scott's Addition to City of Holland.
year.
payment thereof. (Said claims on like to have an expressionfrom the
John Zoerhoff and wf. to Service
The
Mayor
further
urged
the
file in Clerk’s office).
Council on how they felt about Council Members aa private dti- Oil Co., Part of Lots 112 and 113
Allowed.
such a proposition. Geo. Manting, zena to take up with the members of RiversideAddition to Holland.
Welfare Committee reported Commander of the local Legion
of various City Boards the necesDfck H. Leestma and wf . to the
poor orders in the amount of $406 Post being, present, stated that
sity for a reductionin ulariea and First State Bank Lots 46 and 46 in
for regular aid and $837.69 for their two organizations have aewngea in order to lessen the tax Wiersing’e First Addition to City
temporaryaid, total of $1242.69.
cnumulated some funds with which burden. The Mayor stated that of Holland.
Accepted and filed.
they propose to erect some suitable this shouM be done in a friendly
Sidney J. Jansma to Jacob Smith
Reports of Spedal Committees
memorial, either in the form of/a manner, and not at all in an arguand wife, Lot No. 18 of Ottawa
Mr. Wta. Stribbley,Sec’y of the building or some other memorial;
mentative way, since it waa to the Heights Subdivision,Twp. of HolChamber of Commerce at Grand and if the Council saw fit to lease
interest of al! to work for the com- land.
Haven, and MaJ. George
Ol- them the old hospital building,
mon good.
Benjamin L. Van Den Berg and
son, a member of the Harbor Board then these funds could be used for
The Mayor also praised enthus- wife to Henry Ebelink and wife,
from said city, were present, and another form of memorial.
iastically the recent action of the Part of lot 17, in Blk 39, City of
*Hre«»ed the Council in the InterIt was moved by AM. Thomson, employees of the B. P. W. in turnHolland.
of the Great Lakes Harbors that tho request he granted.
Frank
Assn. The city of Holland was reCity Attorney MeBride then statquested a short time ago to con- ed that such A\ propositionwas
Adjourned.
tribute $260 dues for membership
City
in this Assn, and the
11 ----
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By the Aldermen

Firat w« wiih you the Greetings ol the Season and thank
you for past patronage. Then we want you to think of us

when

hot weather comes again.

A BigClear Block

of

Genuinelce

Ice made from clear, clean, fresh water. Not the
musty syntheticstuff, but the real thing, the Old Reliable that keeps your victuals fresh and tasty no
matter how the mercury soars. ICE, real ICE—
never gets out of order, it’s always there to keep
food wholesome and soft drinks cold and zestful.
Get an ice card from the dependable

Superior Pure Ice
285

Phone

& Machinery Co.

Water

2863

St.

Holland, Mich.

WE EXTEND TO YOU

u

tinnfll

a Pleasure
by calling a

Yellow Cab
to take

you to and from the

stores, then

you will he freed

from worry about
space or congested

parking

traffic.Just

PROMPT and
RELIABLE service DAY or

call

2321 for

NIGHT. Down Town
at

the

Office

Warm

stand

Friend Tavern.

comer Central and 7th.

Holland, Mich.

I

8th St.

Christmas Baskets

1

Hollud

Spruced Up for the Holidays1

Get All

B!

We Make Old Clothing
Look Like

We

clean anything in Men’s

*

Phone 2465

The Ideal Dry Cleaned
MThe House of Service”

Cleaning and Steam
Pressing
Auto- Call Delivery-Service

-

College

Ave. and 6th

Holland, Mich.

1.

A^r c\.\t

L

ins

New

Women’s Wearing Apparel

__

—

WmM

Weat

I

i

Make^your Christmas Shopping

Keefer's Cafe

tl*

-

Ittolifcay Okectinga

We tervethcet tasty Turkeys and Chickens on
Holidays, and our Home made Pies don't iortet
Get • well balanced Holiday Dinner at

mm

St.

'

THE HOLLAND CITY
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PimTOiw

NEWS

Now

Next Door

Figure That Out

CLARK
CARL

i

HOW

fXSOOA sSWtlRi'*.

\ wohT

HHW
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CNiD\,?),/S0K\n\\mG
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.
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C
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9

HOFFMAN
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DTE

HWT

AttonMyi

Train*

Over Fris Book Ctore

Signs

FOO. CHRIST fAKS
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m\s VFKR?

HU

OH. t DON'T
KNOW . JM
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For Sale at the

30 W. 8th StPhone 4483

cjil
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Holland City News

0

Above Boston Restaunnt

H. R.

Doesburg

Drugs, Medicines

5c Each

and

Toilet Articles

--

.

Judfte of Probate.

Club
rery Month
ig

Mr. Moody's

home. A

fine venison

dihner was served, which was en-

WAS INADVERTENTLY of Education.
OMITTED FROM LAST ISSUE Thi queetion often asked, Why
|

do the missionaries like to have

joyed to the utmost. The program
Thi- annual banquet of the Metro-

following the banquet was fentur

of Holland was held
Jro»r the mail1 mem- ed by some close harmony from Monday evening at the Club rooms
t faculty have had n Mr. Moody's quartet .oompo-ed of in Central avenue and early 150
m cting once n month his sons. A xylophone solo wap numbers and guests were present.
of the members, also given by one of the members Talks were given by Frank M. Lievensc of Holland and Edward Jenmf this accomplished family.
politian Club

rln Hanson, better
f.*',

was

The club is for male members

elected Pi

dlstincuished gc^up. only, none of the so-culled “weaker

Moody

s^Whe

sex" being allowed to join. Th re
are about sixteenmembers belong-

»t meeting was held at ing to the Brotherhood of Stags.

conclusionthat the childrenof the
United States must help in what

is

being done in that land..

Expires February6

In the matter of the Estate of

JOHN WALTERS, Deceased

MORTGAGE SALE

MORTGAGE SALE

Probate

Court for the County of Ottawa
At a ittiion of said Court, held at
the Probate Office in the City ofGrend
Hewn in teid County. on the 11th day
of December A. D. 1981.
Present: Hon. James J. Denhof,

'A

Default having been made in the
condition! of a certain mortgage,
executed and given by William Cooper, a single man, as mortgagor, to
Peoples State Baak, of Holland,
Michigan, as mortgagee, on December 24, 1927, and recorded in the office of the Register of Deed* for

It appearing to the court that the

time for presentation of claims
WHEREAS, default has been against said estate should be limited
The Craft classes are making
like Holland?" was answered by
made in the payment of moneys seChriotmas gifts in the form of cured by a mortgagedated August and that a time and place he apRev. Eckerson, as he pointed out
pointed to raceive examine and adclipping cases, recipe books and 10th A. D. 1909, executed and given
just all claims and demands against
that the ideas of the Chinese are
by
John
Weersing
and
wife
Ida
waste paper baskets.
said deceased by and before said
very corrupt. Missionaries want
Weersing, of the, Citf of Holland, court:
their childrenbrought up in a
County of Ottawa, State of MichiIt is Ordered. That creditors of
their childrenbrought up in a place

Ottawa County, Michigan on December 27, 1927, In Liber 152 of

on

mortgages
page 115, on
which mortgagethere ia claimed to
be due at the time of this notice
for principaland interest the earn
of Two Hundred Nineteen and

44/100 ($219.44)dollars and an attorney ^ee as provided in said mortgage, anu no suit or proceeding* at
nings, state Metropolitan president place with high ideals.
gan, as mortgagors, to William H. •aid deceased are required to pre- law having been institutedto -reand lire department captain in
Brat and Henry Brat of the sent their claims to said court at cover the money secured by said
China is in turmoil. Men are
same place, as mortgagees, which aid Probate Office on or before the mortgage or anypart thereof.
3
Grand Rapids. Henry Vander Schil
irtgagewas recorded in the office
was tcj&tmaster. The Colonialor- constantlyin terror. This was vivNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,
13th day •( April, A.D. 1932
idly illustrated by the relatingof
of the Register of Deeds for Otbs sti a provided the music for the
that by virtue of the power of sale
at
ten
o’clock
in
the
forenoon,
•&'.»
tuwa
County,
Michigan,
on
the
13th
is
occasion. Forty guests attended what gois on when a man walks
contained in said mortgage and in
dny of August A. D, 1909 in Liber
from South Haven, 20 from Battle down the streets of China. If he
of Mortgages on page 387, and
Creek. 15 from Grand Rapids and
\ an* iiiwvjv
m
OF IMITATIONS 88WHEREAS,
makes an appointment, he makes it
**!<1
said mortgage was .11 claims and d.nand. agaio.l ..Id <»»''
mortgage will be foreclosed by sale
severalfrom Kalamazoo.
deceased,
with Yhe understanding that he’ll
on the 15th day of November A. D.
of the premises therein, at public
It Is Further Ordered, That public
1909 duly assigned by the said
auction to the highest bidder at the
The Erutha Rtbekah lodge elect- get there if he can. If he meets
William H. Brat and Henry Brat to notice thereofbe given by publication North front door of ths Court
d the following i.flicersat their some one on the street, he asks,
the Holland City State Bank of of a copy of this order, for three House, in the city of Grand Haven
annual meeting Friday evening: “Are you able to walk today?"
Holland, Michigan,a corporation successive weeks previous to said dav Michigan, on Monday the 16th day
Mr?'. Martha Vanderhill, past noorganized and existing under and of hearing,in the Hollind City News of February A. D., 1932, at two
They will answer either, "They
ble grand; Mrs. Myrtle Bennett,
by virtue of the laws of the State a newspaper printed and circulated i
o'clock in the afternoon of that
noble grandj Mrs. Alic? Smith, are not out," or "They are out." At
of Michigan,by assignment re- said county
date: the premises in said mortgage
the
latter
statement
he
hurries
hack
vice-grand; Mrs. Amelia BrightJAMES J. DAN HOF,
corded in the office sf Register of
being described as follows:
rall, s cretary; Mrs. Leona Hay- and stops in a place of safety unJudge of Probate.
Deeds for the said County of
That part of the Northweat
lett, financialsecretary and Mrs. til the robbers are gone. SomeOttawa on the 16th day of Novem- A tru* copy—
fractional quarter (NW fr'l H)
Gladys Burrows, treasurer.
ber A. D.. 1909 in Liber 77 of Mortof Section Twenty-nine (29)
Cora Vandewater
times he does not reach his destinaThe Parent-Teachers Association
gages on page 466, and the said
in Town Five (5) North of
RSiristfi of I’rohate
tion
until
night,
often
he
docs
not
mortgageis now owned by tho said
of Montello Park School will meet
Range fifteen (15) West, deHolland City State Bank; and
scribedas the South eighty
tonight, Friday, at 7:30 o’clock. each it at all.
whereas the amount claimed to bo
12384— Kxp. Dec. 26
(80) feet, of a parcel of land In *
Prof. E. Winter will be the princiIdols play a great part in the
due on said mortgageat the date of STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
the City of Holland, commencpal speaktr.
lives of the Chinese. If some one is
this notice, is the sum of Three
ing thirty-one(31) rodi East
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Hundred sixty-fiveand sixty-one At a session of said Court, held at
and ten (10) rods North from
Mrs. Margaret A. Carver Davis sick, other members of the family
one-hundredths($365.61) Dollars the Probate Officein the Citv of Grand
the West quarter post of Secwill celebrate
seventy-fifth carry an idol to the medicine man,
tion twenty-nine (29), thence
birthday anniversary Sunday at her who, in turn, asks the idol ques- Un’I.ESS you see the name Bayer for principaland interest, and the Hgven in aaid County, on the 4th day
further sum of Twenty-five ($25.00)
West five (5) rods, thence
home on West Twentieth street. tions. The men bearing the idol and the word genuineon the i>ackage
of Dec.. A.D. 1931.
Dollars as an attorney fee stipuNorth eight (8) rods, thence
Mrs. Davis is the widow of a Civil
Present:
Hon.
James J. Danhof.
as pictured alcve you can never be lated for in said mortgage and
East five (5) rods, thence
are constantly moving, and if the
war veteran. She has two sons. Dasure that you are taking the genuine which is the whole amount claimed Judge of Probate.
South eight (8) rods to place
vid and BenjaminCarver and four idol moves forward at the asking of Bayer Aspirin that thousandsol
In th* Matter of th* Eatat* of
to be unpaid on said mortgageand
of beginning.
daughters, Mrs. F. E. Smith and a question, the answer is yes.
physiciansprescribein their daily
WHEREAS, default has been
Also the West Eight (8) feet
JOHNEDING,Deceased
Mm C. H. Nash of Holland, Mrs. F. Four posters which are hanging practice.
made in the payment of moneys sein width of that part of the
It appearing to the court that the
H. Holt n siding in Illinoisand Mrs.
Northweat fractional (NW. frl.
cured by a mortgage dated April
The name Bayer means grnuint 6th A. D. 1922 executed and given time for presentation of claimsagainst »4), bounded by a line comA. P. Jennings, Oakland, Californ- in the church in China were exhibsaid eatate should be limited and that
ited to the assembly. The first, Aspirin. It is your guarantee ol by the Bolhuis Lumber & Manufacia.
mencing 26 rods East of the
a time and place be appointed to rewhich was black, represented the purity — your protection against the turing Company, a corporationof ceive, examine and adjust all claima quarter post between Sections
29 and 30 in said city of Holtexts in the Bible pertainingto the imitations.Millionsof users have the City of Holland, Ottawa Coun- and demands againat said deceasedby
ty. Michigan, mortgagor, to the and before said court;
land thence East ten (10) rods,
corruptnessof the heart. The last proved tliat it is safe.
thence North ten (10) rods,
said Holland City State bank, above
It ia Ordered, That creditors of said
Genuine
Bayer
Aspirin
promptly
poster was white with a path of
named corporationof Holland, deceased are required to presanttheir thence West ten (10) rods,
thence South ten (10) rods to
gold, illustratingthe pathway to relieves:
Michigan, as mortgagee, which claims to said court at said Probate
mortgage was recorded in the office
place of beginning. It is herethe city of gold, which is the reHeadaches Neuritis
Officeon or before the
by agreed and understood that
of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa
Neuralgia
ward of all true Christians
5th Day of April, A.D. 1932
County, Michigan, on the 14th day
said descriptionis to be used
Sore Throat Lumbago
as a passageway by all adjaof April A. D. 1922 in Liber 185 of at ten o'clock in the forenoon, said
The speaker relatedtwo interestRheumatism Toothache
------ -Mortgages on page 48, on which tima and place being hereby appoint- cent owners, -severally
and
Rev. Frank Eckerson Tells ing experiences which illustrated
No harmful after-effectsfollow lb mortgagethere is claimed to be due ed for the examinationand adjustmentj jointly, all in the City of H®1How Country May Become what happenedto people who had
of all claims and demands against said lan(ii Ottawa County, Michiuse. It docs not depress the heart at this time the sum of Seven hunAmerica’s Neighbor
g-an.
dred seventy-fourand twenty-three
turned to the Christian faith. The
one-hundredths($774.23) Dollars li is Farthar Ord#r*d, That public Dated: This 13th day of November,
A glimpse of China was given first story told of how a man's son
for principal and interest and an at- notic* thereof b« A>v«n by publication | A. D. 1931.
to the students of Holland High was cured because his father had
torney fee of Twenty -five ($25.00) of a copy of this order, for thre* aucPEOPLES STATE BANK,
Dollars, being the legal attorney ccasiv* w**k* previous to said day of
School in an assembly Thursday learned to pray to the true God.
Eye, Ear, None and Throat
Mortgage*.
fee
in
said
mortgage
provided,
and
hearing,
in
th*
Holland
City
News,
a
The
second
story
told
of
another
morning through a speech by the
Speeialiat
which
is the whole amount claimed nawipapar printedand circulated in
Reverend Frank Eckerson, mission- man who was persecutedfor his
Lokker & DenHerder,
[Vander Veen Block]
to be unpaid on said mortgage, and •aid County.
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
ary to China, who was called back turning to the Christian faith.
WHEREAS,
one
John
Zwiers
of
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Office hours: 9-10 a.
2-6 p. m.
Business Address: :
The United States will, someday, Evenings— Tues. and Saturday
Holland.Michigan now has or
Judgt of Probate
to America to do some special
Holland, Michigan.
claims to have possessionand title A true copy—
have
a
strong
neighbor
in
China
7:80
to
9:00
speaking. Rev. Eckerson was introto the premises hereinafter deCora
Vandewater
duced t<» the students by Henry when the gospel is brought to all.
tcribfd as encumbered by both of
Register of Probate.
Expires Jan. 10
Gcerlings,a member of the Board Rev. Eckerson revealed in his
above said mortgages, and no suit
or proceedings having been instiMORTGAGE SALE
Dr.
E.
tuted at law to recover the debt or
11850— Expitea Jan.
I WHEREAS, default has b**n
Specialist of
any part thereof secured by said
daSTSSramortgages and/or either of them, STATE OF MICHIGAN -The
whereby the powers of sale con- Coort for the County of Ottawa. bep 27i 1913, executed and given by
At * »e«fon of M j Court, held at Arie Hoffman ind j^ni, floffman,
tained in said mortgages have bethe Probate Office in the Lily of Grand hi8 wife( of 0,lve Township, Ottawa
come operative.
in Mid ^u*ty, on the 17th day Count Michigan, as mortgagors,
17 West 8th St.
NOW THEREFORE, notice is Haven
of December, A. D.
to the Firat state Banfc 0f Hollind,
hereby given by virtue of the said
Over Meyer’s Music House
Preaent:Hon. James J. Danhof. Michigan, a corporation,aa mortpowers of sale and in pursuance of
gagee, which mortgagewaa recordthe statute in such case made and Judge of
ft*"**
Office Hours:
In the matter of the Estate
ed in the office of the Register of
provided, the said mortgages will
PHILUPS'
be foreclosed by sale of the premis- prniTDT mriTD .11.. Pdw.rri Dtur Deed8 for Ottowa County, MichlEGRERT
DEUR,
ilia*
Edward
on the Bth
of jamiaryf a.
MAC*/
10 to 12, 1 to 4, 7 to 8.
es therein described,at public aucD,
1914,
in
Liber
90
of Mortgages,
tion, to the highest bidder, at the
Frank L Douwmarierhaving filed on page 176, on which mortgmg*
north front door of the courthouse
13183— Ezp. Jan. 9
For Trouble*
tTATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro- in the City of Grand Haven, Otta- in said court his first, and 2nd annual there is claimed to be due at this
due to And
wa County, Michigan, that being and final administration
account and time the sum of One Thowind,
HO.CC St 'OH
bate Court for the County of Ottawa
the place where the Circuit Court hi* petition prayingfor the allowance Five Hundred Fifteen and 62/100
At a session of said Court, held at
for the County of Ottawa is held, thereof and for the assignment and Dollars ($1616.62). principal
the Probate office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on on Monday the 8th day of Febru- distributionol tb. ro.iduo.1 ..id ... ij,"^
ary A. D., 1932 at two o’clock in the
What should women do to keep their the 11th day of Dec. A. D. 1931
afternoon of that date, which
bowels moving freely? A doctor
Hi. Orderod.Tb.t
'"Jt
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof, premises are describedin each and
should know the. answer. That is why Judge of Probate.
19th
day
af
January,
A.
D.
1932
cewllngs
having
been
inititutd *t
both of said mortgages as follows
pure Syrup Pepsin is so good for
In the Matter of the Estate of
to-wit: All that certain piece or alien o'clock in the forenoon, at law to recover the debt, or anrpwt
women. It just suits their delicate
parcel of land situated in the City said probate office, be and is hereby thereof, secured by said mortgaf*.
organism.11 is the prescription of an
GEORGE HEERSPINK, dacessad
of Holland, County of Ottawa and appointedfor examining and allow- whereby the power of sale contained
old family doctor who has treated
It appearingto the court that thr
thousands of women patients, and time for presentation of claimsagainst State of Michigan and describedas ing said account and hearing said 1 in said mortgagehas become op*ra| live,
who made a special study of bowel said estate should be limited,and that follows, to-wit: Lot numbered
„ . _
„
. T.
THEREFORE, notice i*
Twelve (12) of Weersing’sFirst
troubles.
a time and place be appointed to ret l. rurth.r Ordorod Tb. n„- hereby tiv(!n tb.t by virtu, of th.
Addition to the City of Holland,acIt is fine for children, too. They
ceive, examine and adjust all claims
..id power of ..lc .nd in purmneo
cording to the recorded plat there- bli. notic. lher“f *'v‘"
love its taste. 1*1 them have it every
and demands against said deceased by
otion of. cop; of tbl. Prior, ooco 0f the !t«tuU In »uch mm tnido
time their tongues are coaled or their
of, on record in the office of the
£»ICK stomachs,sour stomachs and
and before laid court:
each week for three succeaaive weeks . --...fj*! ti.fi g-ij mortgage
is sallow. Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup
Registerof Deeds for Ottawa CounIt is Ordered, That creditors of said
N indigestionusually mean excess skin
Pepsin is made from fresh laxative
ty, Michigan, together with all K* hTJS n/v N.y„0'. n.w
deceased are required to present their
** acid. The stomach nerves are
______________________ n pubherbs, pure pepsin and other harmtenementa, hereditaments and ap- printed and dr/ulrtrd In* ."
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Jadt* a Profeu. court house In the City of Grand
A. D., 1931.
instantly. The best form is Phillips
and at the times when you are most, at ten o'clock in the forenoon,said
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Milk of Magnesia, becauseone harmapt to be constipated, take a little of. time and place being hereby appointed
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that 'being the place where
the
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STATE BANK,
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di over a million women I
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and Frank L. Locke having filed in
•aid court their sixth annua) account
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petition praying for the allowance
thereof,
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. 19th ity of January A. D. 1932
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Cross
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Houra:

Present, Hon. James J. Danhof.
Judge of Probate
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and premises situated in
the township of Olive, Coua-

Ottawa,

State

northweat quarter (N.

W. K)

ty

of

of Michigan,
h i g a n . via.:
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South one-half (S.%) of the
north one-half (N.%) of the

and alao-tM south one-half
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United State* sumy.
Dated this 23rd day of October,
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